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SEED TECHNOLOGY IN EUROPE
Dennis M. TeKrony
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It•s a pleasure to be on your program, and discussing the topic
•seed Technology in Europe•. The information that I will present was
acquired while I was on a sabbatical leave at the Univers ity of Reading
in Great Britain during the summer and fall of 1977. While located at
the University of Reading I was able to visit several research and seed
testing faci liti es in Great Britain and also took one quick trip through
Holland, Denmark, and Sweden. What I will present today are my impressions of seed technology during these visits and while working and
vis i ting with Dr. Eric Roberts in the Department of Agriculture and
Horticulture at the University of Reading.
To discuss this topic, •seed Technology in Europe•, I would like to
relate to three primary areas; 1) seed marketing, 2) varietal development and evaluation, and 3) concepts in seed technology. My remarks
will primarily relate to my observations and experiences in Great
Britain, with minor references to the other countries in Europe.
Seed Marketing
Seed marketing, for all crops in the common market countries , means
extensive testing and evaluation before a variety can be sold. This
testing requires two to three years for most crops in Great Britain and
is conducted by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany . Once
this evaluation is completed, and the evaluators are convinced that the
variety has distinctiveness, uniformity, and stability as well as value
for cultivation, it is placed on a national list. Within the European
Economic Community the common catalogue is a very similar list to the
national list in England. In Great Britain, tests are conducted at some
fifteen locations for varietal evaluation. Even though a variety can be
sold, the next step would be to get the variety placed on the recommended list for that country i n addition to the national list. This
usually requires one to three additional years testing . There are
various stages of testing and recommendation, ranging from provisional
to final recommendation as well as those varieties which are older and
going off of the recommended list. The final requirement for marketing
in most countries within the common market (especi ally Great Britain) is
!!Associate Professor, Department of Agronomy, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
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that seed certification is statutory for nearly all crops. Thus, for a
variety to be sol d in these countries it usually fol l ows these requirements: 1) placed on a national list or the common catalogue to get
complete merchandising and distribution of the variety, 2) placement on
the recommended list and, 3) be certified. This requires much more
testing and regulation, before and after release than we requfre for
seed marketing of crop varieties in this country.
Varietal Development
You might expect that the rigid requirements for testing and
certification would limit private varietal development in Great Britain
and other European countries. I found this not to be the case and found
that ambitious private varietal development programs were ongoing for
large as well as smaller seed companies for cereals, grasses, and vegetable crops. These programs are very similar to those of many private
companies in this country. Similarly, public varietal development in
Great Britain handled by the British Agricultural Council (similar to
USDA) was an ambitious program with the primary emphasis at three plant
breeding stations: 1) for cereals at Cambridge, 2) for grasses at
Aberystwyth, Wales, and 3) for potatoes and northern grown crops in
Scotland. Some development and plant breeding is al so done at several
of the universities or research institutes located throughout Great
Britain. I found that plant breed ing efforts of both public and privately developed varieties to be quite simi lar to this country and very
competitive within the seed market .
An interesting facet of public varietal development that was quite
different from that occu ring in the United States, was that publicly
developed varieties in Great Britain are turned over to the National
Seed Development Organization at the time the variety is released. Thi s
National Seed Development Organization is essentially a foundation seed
type organization similar to our foundation seed and seed stocks projects within the United States. However, thi s organization is somewhat
different, in that it assumes joint ownership for the new varieties and
assumes all responsibility for production, processing, sales, and distribution similar to foundatio n seed organizations in the United States.
It also takes one additional important step in that it actively promotes
publicly developed varieties and collects royalties on seed sales of
these varieties. This then puts publicly developed varieties in direct
competition with privately developed varieties regarding promotion and
availability to farmers. I found that this promotion allowed public
varieties to compete with private varieties very well assuming performance was adequate.
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Concepts in Seed Technology
The concepts in seed science and technology that I observed in
Great Britain and Europe relate to 1) seed testing laboratories~ 2) seed
vigor ~ and 3) new concepts.
Seed Testing
I found that seed testing facilities in Great Britain (Cambridge,
and Edinburgh, Scotland), Denmark, Hol l and, and Sweden were large,
centralized laboratories. It was very common that these laboratories
would test 50,000 samples or more a year and employ over 100 analysts
within the laboratory. I found these laboratories to be service oriented and very conscientious toward providing the best information on
purity and germination possible. I found that they had excellent
training programs for their personnel as well as personnel from private
seed testing laboratories in the countries where they were located.
These laboratories had purity and germination dep~rtments very similar
to our seed testing laboratories .
They also had extensive departments in other areas not usually
found in seed laboratories in the United States. The grow-out testing
department plants out nearly al l of the foundation, and certified seed
lots to insure genetic purity. This has been done for many years in
Europe but is not done very frequently in the United States except
possibly our stock seed (foundation or registered) classes. This program plays an important rol e in the certification programs in these
countries.
The seed testing laboratories in Denmark and Holland also had a
cleaning department. This department was essentially a small processing
plant within the laboratory which acted as an unbiased third party to
determine purity and germination on "rough" seed lots directly from the
combine. The results were used to establish the basis of quality
between the producer and the seedsman. I found this to be a new concept
and quite different than anything I had ever seen in this country.
Seed Vigor
Seed vigor is discussed a great deal in Great Britain and Europe,
quite similar to its present emphasis in the United States. Two private
seed companies in England were actively marketing and promoting the use
of high-vigor cereal seed~ primarily wheat and barley. Both of these
companies have developed their own vigor testing methods (which are
confidential) and have related the vigor as determined by these methods
to emergence~ stand~ and final yield of varieties. As in the United
States, the topic of seed vigor, the methods for evaluating it, as well
as what it means were very controversial between the private companies
and the public research community .
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When discussing seed vigor within the public universities and seed
testing laboratories, the most common test that I found being used for
cereal seed vigor was a growth rate test developed in Scotland. Another
test, the conductivity test, is utilized routinely by seed companies and
seed testing laboratories to determine seed vigor in peas. This conductivity test has been evaluated extensively be Dr. Matthews and Dr.
Perry in Scotland and appears to be an excellent indicator of vigor
which relates very well to pea seed emergence under adverse soil conditions. I believe that this conductivity test certainly has potential
for use on other large seeded legumes such as soybeans and field beans.
New Concepts in Seed Science
The new ideas that I observed related primarily to invigorating
seed and improving field emergence . One procedure called 11 priming" was
developed and tested primarily at the University of Nottingham in
England. In the procedure the seed are treated with an osmoticum,
usually polyethelene glycol, which has a specific osmotic potential .
The seed are usually held at this osmotic potential for a period of two
weeks at a low temperature (15C). During this period, the seeds imbibe
just enough water to initiate responses to germination but do not actually complete germination. Following this two week period the seeds are
washed, damp dryed and planted after which they usually emerge very
rapidly. This allows for more uniform emergence and more vigorous
emergence under poor field conditions. Priming appears to have great
potential in 11 invigoration" of seed; however, the biggest problem at
this stage has been the difficulty in getting the seed to dry down after
they complete the treatment with polyethelene glycol without seriously
injuring germination. If the seed are damp dryed and planted they
germinate fine, however, if they're dryed all the way down, as is necessary for storage, they're quite often killed. Research is continuing
with much interest from commercial companies.
Another new technique is fluid drilling. Fluid drilling was
developed in Great Britain and involves the planting of pre-germinated
seed in a liquid suspension. The procedure is to pre-germinate the
seed, hold it in a liquid suspension at 32F fo r a period of time, after
which it is planted in the liquid suspension in the field. Thus, you
are planting a seedling in an adequate environment for continued growth.
Fluid drilling has proved to be successful for some of the vegetable
crops. It is still in the testing stages but may be utilized extensively in vegetables, especially in greenhouses, as well as other crops
in the future. It was a rather new concept, which I found to be of
great interest, compared to our regular drilling methods that are used
here in the United States. The one problem that was encountered with
fluid drilling is if seedlings are planted in dry soils they would
initiate growth and perish due to limitation of moisture.
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In conclusion, I would say that seed technology in Europe relates
very closely to the predominant agricultural industries (i.e.,
dairying - Great Britain) of the countries . They do not have the
emphasis on the grain crops, such as corn and soybeans, which we have in
this country, primarily because they are not adapted to their northern
latitudes. Generally, I found seed technology to be similar to the
United States, except that there was much more regulation during the
marketing of varieties and seeds. However, seed testing and research,
especially relating to vigor, had quite similar emphasis to what we have
presently going here in the United States.

SEED PATHOLOGY - THE BASICS
James B. Sinclair
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We often forget about the importance of seeds. Seeds contain the
genetic history and potential of a crop, which we try to preserve in
germplasm collections . Since seeds are the only means of preserving our
crops through adverse conditions, they are the most precious thing that
a farmer has for the next season's crop. This has been true ever since
man began to cultivate crops for food, but we sometimes lose sight of
this fact.
Seeds, prepared in numerous ways, are the main source of food
energy for all of man and his animals. All people of the world eat
seeds - rice, wheat, sorghum, maize, barley, bean, peanut, coconut, soybean, as well as seeds of other plants. A great segment of the world
economy is built around the use of seed for food, feed and propagation.
It is important, therefore, for man to continue to improve on the use
and production of seeds . We have taken seeds so much for granted for so
long, we tend to forget about these basic facts.
There are other organisms beside man that use seeds for food, such
as: birds, rodents, microorganisms, viruses, nematodes, insects and
other invertebrates, etc. Many of the these organisms were using seeds
as energy sources before man came along and started to compete with
them. Man has been trying to control the bacteria and fungi that use
seed for food and for overseasoning purposes since the beginning of
intensive cultivation of plants. Since all seeds are attacked by microorganisms, a large portion of the money involved with seed production
goes into controlling microscopic predators through manipulation of the
environment with chemicals and by handling, packaging, etc. The science
of seed pathology, long neglected in the Western hemisphere, studies the
various microorganisms involved, how microorganisms affect seeds, the
role of seeds in the life cycle of the pathogens, and how to effectively
control seedborne diseases. Additionally, seed pathologists need to
understand nonparasitic causes of seed destruction, including mineral
and nutrient imbalances, mechanical injuries, temperature and moisture
stresses, and toxicity of chemicals .
Most of the persons present today have had some exposure to plant
dis·eases and their control. For those who have had some formal training
tn tlie subject, you wi 11 remember that your instructor presented "1 i fe

11 Professor of Plant Pathology, University of illinois, Urbana, Il
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cycles" and/or 11 diseases cycles" of the pathogens being studied .
Instructors usually began the study of a plant disease with a description of symptoms and then present the life cycle of the causal agent.
If the causal agent is seedborne, it usually was mentioned casual ly ..
One of the things I would like to emphasize is that if the pathogen 1s
seedborne, this sho uld be mentioned first! The focal point should be on
the seed, where the pathogen survives, where it begins its life cycle
and where it serves as a source of primary inoculum. This approach has
been neglected by teachers of plant pathol ogy, probabl y because of the
previously successful use of copper and mercury fungicides as seed
treatments. We do not have these efficient fungicides for the control
of many seedborne pathogens as we have had in the past and some of the
currentl y recommended compounds may not be available in the future.
Therefore, we must return to the basic study of seedborne pathogens
to develop other means of control.
Economic Importance
"Seed Pathology", a 2-volume work by P. Neergaard, published in
The author has effectively summarized the world literature on the subject including
losses due to pathogens. I do not want to take time to quote a lot of
data on such losses, it can be obtained from such a work. However , l et
us consider one example. In 1955, in the Pacific Northwest section of
the United States, the losses to wheat bunt alone (not considering other
diseases of wheat) amounted to almost $6 mil lion . Imagine the kind of
loss figures that could be calculated by totaling losses for all crops
for the world . How can we put a price on the effect of mycotoxins
(aflatoxins), ergotism, allergies, dermatitis, etc., associated with
seeds? Seed pathology and the control of microorganisms associated
witn seeds are important!
1977 (3), is an encyclopedia of seed path0logy.

How do Microorganisms Affect Seeds?
The study of microorganisms associated with seeds is a very interestfng one, since it is as varied as the kinds of seeds they attack.
Tnere are some microorganisms, considered as being very efficient, that
live and reproduce on seeds without causing any visible harmful effects.
Still others will become harmful when environmental cond i tions are fav erqble for their growth and reproduction. Many of the storage fungi fit
into this category, including species of Aspergillus, Fusarium, Pencillium, etc.
Still other fungi make their way into the nonliving outer tissues
of seeds, such as bracts, pericarps and seedcoats. They survive in
t~ese tissues during conditions adverse for their growth and reproductlon, ready to attack the germinating embryo when conditions are more
favorable. In our study of the colonization of fungi and bacteria of
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Figure 1.

Cross-sections of soybean seedcoats showing the presence of
two microorganisms in the hour-glass cell layer (h) : at top ,
the fungus mycelium (m) of Phomopsis sojae; at bottom, the
bacterium Bacillus subtilis (b) (p = palisade cell layer; h =
hourglass cell layer; pa = parenchyma cell layer; m = mycelium;
and b =bacterial cells).
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Figure 2.

Growth of various fungi (molds) from inside surface-sterilized
soybean seeds after five days on culture plates of potatodextrose agar.
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soybean seeds, we find that fungi and bacteria invade the seedcoat
(Figure 1) and then the embryo during the germination process (4).
There are many fungi and bacteria that use this method of survival,
particularly in large-seeded legumes.
Another means of infection is the direct colonization of the embryo
and/or ovule of the seed . The obli gate and efficient fungal, bacterial
and viral pathogens can be found in this group. The smut fungi and
species of Colletotri chum, Fusarium, Gloeotinia, Phytophthora, Plasmapara and Sclerospora use this mechanism for survival in seeds. These
microorganisms and some viruses may not kill the embryo, but delay its
germination, resulting in weak emerging seedlings and generally reduce
seedling vigor.
Thus, some of the most important effects that seedborne microorganisms have on seeds are to reduce storage life, germination, emergence and vigor, and eventually the adult plant and yields.
Commercially, seedborne microorganisms reduce the grade of grain at
the elevator by causing reduced size, distortions, shrivel l ed seed,
discoloration,
spotted seeds and stromatized seeds. Growers often are
11
docked 11 because of poor quality based on these visible factors. For
example, soybean seeds infected with Phomopsis sojae (causes pod and
stem bli9ht) have lower grade-related components than noninfected seeds
(Table 1). The U.S. Department of Agriculture has set standards for
judgi"ng seed quality based on visual symptoms (5).
It is well known that small grains infected with ergot fungi and
other smut pathogens are not acceptable for processing. Such seed lots
have to be cleaned before use. There are quarantines and embargoes on
seeds known to be contaminated with bacteria, such as the black rot of
crucifers. However, we are now just beginning to understand some of the
otner affects of contaminated seeds. We find that the oil and flour
derived from soybean seeds infected with the Phomopsis sojae is of 1ower
quality than that from seeds without symptoms of infection (Table 2).
Integrated Disease Management for Control of Seedborne Pathogens
The pathogens that attack seeds can be seed- and/or soilborne,
others particularly the viruses, are vector-borne , but also may be
seedborne . Certain rust and downy mildew fungi and bacteria depend upon
weather conditions for spread and dissemination. Some microorganisms
are systemic i'n the host plant while others produce only restricted
surface infections. Some pathogens may be carried in the seed and not
show symptoms, while others are quite conspicuous. In order to have an
integrated disease management program for the control of any singl e or
group of seedborne pathogens, it is necessary to have a complete understanding of the disease and life cycles of the pathogen(s) involved.
When tliese are known a program for disease managment can be formulated,
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Table 1.

Grade-related components of Wells soybean seeds with or without
symptoms of Phomopsis soj ae.
Weighta

Volumea

Densitya

Splitsb

(g)

(ml)

(g/rnl)

(%)

With symptoms

14.2

22 .4

0 . 63

7. guc

Without symptoms

16.7**C

25.2**

0.66*c

1.4

Seed lot

a Means based on 12 replications of 100 seeds each.
b Mean number of split seeds after simulated grain handling on five
replications.

Data was transformed using square root transformation.

C** and* indicate statistical significance at P = 0.01 and 0.05, respectively ,
using Fl.SD test.

Table 2.

Description of soybean flour and oil derived from Wells soybean seeds with or without
symptoms of Phomopsis sojae.

Seed lot
With symptoms

Without symptoms

Compos itionb
Oi 1
Protein

Sensory evaluation
of flour for
"off" odora

(%)

{%)

Oil
Peroxide valuec
(~q/kg)

Moderately d
pronounced*

25.6**d

43.3*

125**

Slightly
perceptible

23.0

42.4

52

Dark color and
"off" odor

+e

a Mean category based on 15 panelists.
b Mean based on 20 determinations.
c Mean based on four determinations.
d Indicates statistical significance at P

= 0.05

(+) and 0.01 (++) level, respectively using FLSD.

e Qualitative observations: + = with dark-color and off-odor; - = without.

......
w

.........
Table 3.

Check list to determine whether fungicide appli cation should be made to soybeans.

Risk factors

Point value if the
answer is 11yes 11

Rainfal l, dew and humidity up to early bloom and pod set are:
Bel ow normal .
Normal . . .
Above Norma 1 .
Soybeans grown in the field last year
Chisel - plow, disk or no-ti l l
Pycnidia (black specks) visibl e on fallen petioles and Septaria brown spot
obvious on the lower leaves . . . . . .
Early-maturing cultivar (not full - season)
Soybeans to be used or sold for seed
Yield potential better than 35 bushels per acre
Seed quality at planting time is less than 85 percent germination in a
warm test . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Field re latively free of a weed canopy
Other conditions that favor disease development (weather forecast with a 30-day
period of greater than normal ra i nfall and a field history of disease)
NOTE:

0
2

4

2 to 3
1

2
1 to 2
3
2
1
2
1 to 3

If the total point val ue is 12 or more for seed-production fields, or over 15 for grainproduction fields, application will likely mean increased yiel ds and hi gher seed quality.
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using one or more of the following methods:
1.
Use disease resistant cultivars. Resistant cultivars should
be used whenever they are available. It is the most efficient and
economical method for controlling diseases.
2.
Use high quality seeds. The use of plump seeds, free of
mechanical damage and seedborne pathogens produces vigorous seedlings
and mature plants that are more tolerant to soilborne pathogens as well
as other diseases during the growing season.
3.
Use an adequate balanced fertility. Crops suffering from
stress due to imbalance of nutrients are more susceptible to plant
pathogens. Vigorous plants are more tolerant to diseases during the
growing season.
4.
Use crop rotation. Pathogens can overseason on the debris
left from the previous growing season and serve as a source of inoculum.
5.
Use of fungicide applications. The use of fungicide sprays
for the control of seedborne pathogens has had several years• study on
soybean. It is now a recommended practice in some states for the improvement of the quality of soybean seeds. The question as to when a
fungicide spray should be used on soybean was summarized by B. J. Jacobsen (2). A guide for the application of fungicide to soybeans initially
developed by E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Co., Inc., is presented in
Table 3.
6.
Seed treatments.
these proceedings).

(This subject is discussed elsewhere in
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR SEED FACI LITIES
Virgil Harden

1!

Prior to any discussions with a design engineer there is certain
information that needs to be obtained by the seedsman which will be
helpful in assisting the des i gn engineer in laying out the seedsman's
future seed processing plant to best fulfill his needs. The seedsman
may want to visit existing plants in his area which process the same
seed commodities he plans to clean in hi s future plant and make observations and notes pertaining to the following areas.
Receiving:
1.

Scale, office and sampl e area.

2.

Types of trucks or wagons unloaded.

3.

Hol ding capacity of receiving pit.

4.

Type of unloading pit used, i.e., vibro spout, belt conveyor
or gravity.

5.

Volume per hour of receiving equipment.

Bulk Storage:
1.

Total bushels capacity .

2.

Bushels capacity per tank.

3.

Construction of tanks , i.e., concrete, corrugated, smooth
wall, flat-bottom or hopper-bottom.

4.

Aeration or seed drier faci l ities available.

5.

Prec leaning.

6.

Types of conveying and seed handling equipment used in bulk
storage.

1/President, Harden Processing Equipment Sales, Inc., Memphis,
Tennessee.
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Processing Plant:
1.

Types of seed commodities cleaned.

2.

Volume of seed cleaned per hour.

3.

Separation problems associated with each seed type .

4.

Cleaning equipment used, i.e., air-screen, spi rals, grading
and sizing equipment, treater , debearder , roll mills, gravi t y
separators, scarifiers, magnetic separators, color separators,
automatic samplers.

5.

Packaging equipment used, i.e., open mouth bags with sewing
machine, valve bags with valve bag packer, other.

6.

Total sacked storage warehouse area available.

Other:
1.

Custom cleaning opportunities .

2.

Bulk cleaned seed storage available.

3.

Expansion flexibility.

4.

Ground plot layout giving particular attention to soil bearing
loads, traffic flows , side streets, main highway and drainage.

Gaining 11 ideas 11 by observation in the areas listed above the seedsman will be in a better position to assist the design engineer in laying
out his plant and furnishing the necessary equipment for cleaning his
seed commodities . One bit of information that is most important for
elimi nating wasted time and efforts for both the seedsman and the
design engineer is for the seedsman to give the design engineer some
indication of the total immediate expenditure he has in mind prior to
any layout work being performed.
The steps taken for the building of all seed plants are much the
same regardless of seed types. After the seedsman has discussed his
views with the design engineer the engineer then furnishes the seedsman
with the flow sheet and total estimated seed plant cost . After any
necessary changes are made, plan and elevation drawings are prepared
which provide the information required to produce detailed equipment
lists and prices of same, plus estimates of installation, el ectrical,
concrete and building costs. The seedsman then has a cl ear picture of
what he is purchasing and what it is going to cost. I suggest that if
further amendments have to be made due to cost reasons that they be made
in the areas of bulk storage tanks and sacked storage warehouses. Do
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not take short cuts in the equipment needed for the seed cleaning process. The processing area is the "HEART" of your facility. Remember,
the seed you package is a direct reflection on you as a seedsman.
In many cases a seedsman with an existing plant may want to add
equipment for cleaning other types of seeds than he has cleaned in the
past. If the space required for the new equipment is available in the
existing plant the cost of expansion can be kept at a minimum. However,
other questions the seedsman should consider are:
1.

Will harvest of the new seed type overlap into that of the
seed types he is already cleaning?

2.

What problems will he have with existing equipment in receiving, conveying and mixing of seed types?

3.

Does he have sufficient bulk and flat storage for the additional product?

If answers to these questions are favorable and do not require
costly changes in existing equipment the seedsman has one very desirable
advantage in adding the needed equipment to his existing plant in that
he may clean two or more types of seeds without the additon of personnel. Conversely, if the additional seed types require costly changes
in existing facilities the best solution may be to build an additional
plant designed specifically for the additional seed types. In most
cases the aid of a design engineer will be helpful in assisting the
seedsman in determining which route he should take .
When designing and selecting equipment for use in his processing
plant and storage facility the seedsman should place emphasis on ease
of clean-up, prevention of mechanical damage to the seed, flexibility
and efficiency of operations. Since there are different models or types
of each of the pieces of equipment needed, the seedsman must select the
equipment he feels to be most suitable for his particular situation.
Delicate or fragile seeds are easily damaged by impact, therefore,
equipment that will minimize the amount of breaking and splitting should
be selected.
Receiving Pit:
The receiving pit should be of gravity, belt conveyor, drag flite
conveyor or shaker spout discharge design for total clean-out and prevention of mechanical damage to the seed.
Air-Screen Cleaner:
Several models of air-screen cleaners are available for the seedsman to choose from. A cleaner having both top and bottom air separations
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is desirable for commercial seed processing plants as immature seeds,
hulls and other lighter seeds and contaminants are removed in the air
separation. By removing as many contami nants as possible with the air
separation lesser amounts of materials have to be separated with the
screen portion of the cleaner resulting in a better total separation of
seeds and contaminants .
Features which should be cons idered when selecting the air-screen
cleaner are adjustable feed-rate hopper, variable air regulators,
screen pitch, variable screen shake, screen cleaning brushes, rollers or
wipers and the number and size of screens in the cleaner.
Always select the proper size cleaner having enough total screen
area to make the necessary screen separation for the desired capacity .
The selection should be made considering the worst possible percentage
of contaminants which are to removed. In border-line cases it is best
to select the next larger air-screen cleaner.
Accessories such as screen knockers and vibrating conveyors for
delivering the clean seed to the side of the air-screen cleaner are
available and assist in cleaning efficiency and ease of installation.
Elevators:
The Mitchell type or continuous-cup elevator is good for any type
of seed processing plant. It is slow moving , discharges the seed easily
and is totally self-cleaning. The continuous -cup elevator usually has
an open angle iron frame housing permitting visual inspection of the
seed. However, this type elevator is rather expensive and is limited to
approximately 2000 bushels per hour capacity .
When conventional bucket elevators are used care should be taken to
sel ect those having slow or optional head speeds which discharge the
seed directly into the throat of the elevator. High speed elevators
throw the seed against the head liner causing damage to ge rmination and
vigor as well as produci ng splits and broken seeds. The elevator
should have plastic cups to prevent damage on impact between seed and
cup . Nylon spacer washers should be used between the cup and belt to
prevent lodging of seed varieties in this space which causes clean-up
problems and mixing of variet ies of seeds.
Spou ts :
The rule of thumb is that spout angles should be 45 degrees and
have a capacity of about 60 bushel s per hour per square inch of spout
diameter area. Products which do not flow easily may require spout
angles steeper than 45 deg rees. And, seeds which roll easily such as
soybeans may be piped through spouts having angles less than 45 degrees.
Always bear in mind that the longer the spout and the steeper the pitch
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the faster the seed will be traveling when they reach the end of the
spout. The faster the seed are traveling the more damage will occur.
{See Table 1.)
After reviewing Table 1 the seedsman can see the necessity of
making sure all spouts are kept at a minimum pitch and lengths to eliminate damage to germination and breakage of seeds. If multiple spouts
are used on one elevator and the shorter spouts have a steep pitch it
may be necessary to use closed 11 easy-down .. bean ladders instead of
standard round spouts .
Bean Ladders:
A bean ladder is a rectangular tube having a series of zig-zag
curved baffles inside. The open type has openings on two sides 90
degrees to the inside curved baffles and is used inside bins or tanks.
The closed type does not have the side openings but is enclosed with
sheet metal on all sides and is used in place of spouting material when
long spouts cannot be avoided. As the seeds flow through the ladder
they follow a cascade zig-zag course and never obtain as high a velocity
as they would in free fall.
Lock-Out Valves:
The seedsman must be extremely cautious to prevent mixing of two or
more varieties of seed. Great losses can be incurred if an expensive
seed lot becomes mixed with another variety and is rejected. Mixing of
varieties will usually occur when someone accidently opens the discharge
gate in the overhead conveyor above the wrong bin.
Having a lock-out valve in the down-spout between the overhead
conveyor and the bin will help prevent accidental variety mixing when
filling bulk storage bins. By having the valve locked in the "OUT''
position it will divert any seed out of the bin and onto the ground
instead of going into the bin causing a variety mix.
Conveyors:
The three best types of conveyors to use in the design of seed
processing plants are belt conveyors, drag-flite conveyors and vibrating
pan conveyors. These conveyors are of the self-cleaning type and
handle the s eed gently with the least amount of germination and split
damage.
Vibrating conveyors are best used where short distances have to be
reached. Because of the vibrating action of the pan, care should be
taken in bolting the conveyor frame to the floor or other sturdy structure. Vibrating conveyors in most cases should not be used in overhead
installations .

Table 1.
Spout
Length

35°

5I
10 '
15'
20 '

400
570
696
805

25'
30'
40 '
50'

N
N

Velocities attained by spout ed grain (fpm).
40°

45°

50°

55

524
742
908
1047

618
875
1070
1235

700
990
1210
1400

899
985
1135
1270

1170
1380
1280
1510
1480 . 1750
1655
1950

60'
70'
80'
90 '

1390
1500
1605
1705

1810
1960
2090
2220

100 1
125'
150'
175 1

1795
2005
2200
2375

200'

2540

0

60°

65°

70°

75°

80°

85°

90°

770
1090
1335
1540

830
1180
1440
1665

885
1255
1530
1770

935
1320
1615
1870

975
1380
1690
1950

1010
1435
1755
2025

1050
1485
1820
2100

1075
1520
1860
2150

1560
1710
1975
2210

1725
1890
2180
2440

1860
2040
2355
2635

1975
2165
2500
2800

2085
2285
2640
2955

2180
2390
2760
3090

2265
2480
2865
3210

2340
2570
2970
3320

2400
2635
3040
3400

2140
2310
2470
2620

2420
2615
2795
2960

2670
2880
3080
3275

2880
3110
3330
3535

3065
3315
3540
3760

3240
3500
3740
3965

3390
3660
3905
4150

3520
3800
4055
4310

3640
3930
4200
4460

3720
4025
4295
4500

2340
2620
2865
3100

2765
3090
3390
3665

3120
3500
3835
4140

3450
3860
4225
4565

3720
4165
4560
4935

3960
4440
4850
5250

4180
4680
5120
5540

4370
4890
5350
5790

4540
5080
5560
6000

4700
5250
5750
6215

4800
5370
5880
6350

3310

3900

4420

4880

5270

5600

5910

6180

6420

6640

6800

-

This tab le indicates approximate velocities that will be attained by whole grains flowing
freely in smooth metal spouts of various l engths and of various angles in relation the the
horizontal. The velocities in fee t per minute are based on an angle of repose of 28 degrees.
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Belt conveyors are best used where the seed have to be conveyed for
long distances. However, if multiple intermediate discharges are
required then the drag-flite conveyor will probably be the best conveyor
for the installation. In multiple tank storage the overhead conveyor
with multiple discharges will be of the drag-flite type with the return
conveyor being of the belt type . Drag-flite conveyors are also good to
use for the return conveyor because they are totally enclosed and dust
free .

SEED COATING METHODS AND PURPOSES:

A STATUS REPORT

F. E. Porter and J. M. Scott
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Seed coating i s an old art dating back at least to 1866 and the
patent issued to Blessing. Blessing proposed to improve plantability of
cottonseed by slicking down the lint carried by these seeds with a paste
of wheat flour. Since then, the literature of seed coating has exploded. Methods, products , and performance information are now published in the patent literature, in the popular press, and in technical
journals.
Seed coating art covers a broad array of methods and purposes. In
a simple case such as fungicide treatment of seeds , a minority of solid
is applied, perhaps as little as 6 oz/cwt of seed . At the other end of
the spectrum is the precision sized petunia seed in which coating
increases particle weight by a factor of 200. In this case, one pound
of seed may be increased to 200 pounds of product. In between these
extremes lie the seeds coated for other purposes. The purposes are as
varied as the methods and formulations.
This paper deals with methods of coating in broad terms. It lists
some representative purposes of seed coatings, discusses adhesive
systems, methods of application, and observat i ons made on coated seed
performance. It then discusses some of the Northrup King coating arts
with reference to production, performance and cost . The final section
discusses the potential role of coated seeds in commercial agriculture.
A brief list of references is furnished with major emphasis on the
patent literature . The list is necessarily select ive and offered to
illustrate the range of methods and opportunities in the field.
The Coating Arts
Table 1 illustrates some of the variety of methods and purposes
found in the seed coating literature. Figure 1 shows some of the products that have been offered , at least for farmer testing. Some of these
are commercially available today.
Seed coating has its roots in pharmaceutical pil l coating. Those
with serious interest in seed coating will do well to consult a good

ll Northrup-King Co., Mi nneapo 1is, ~ti nnesota.
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Table 1.

Published methods of seed coating for various purposes.
Purpose

Seed Kinds

Adhesive

1!

Typi ca 1 So 1ids

A.

Precision sizing

Vegetables, flowers,
sugar beets

Colloids

B.

Stand establishment

Legumes , grasses

Colloids , polymers

Calcium carbonate, gypsum

C.

Inhibition of
herbicides

Grasses, any seed

Waterproof resins,
colloids

Active carbon,
specific inhibi tors

D.

Germination delay

Any seed, corn, rape

Waterproof resins

Cured resin

E.

Pest control

Any seed

Colloids

Pesticides and
repellants

F.

Adhesion (to sowing
surface)

Grasses

Resins

Colloids

G.

Micronutrients

Any seed

Colloids

Fertilizers

H.

Promote water
accumulation

Any seed

Colloids, resins

Starch-graft
polymers

1!

Colloids include animal glues, natural gums, modified celluloses, etc.

Clay, ash, talc,
vermiculite
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text on pill coating for speci fic information on the coater's art. In
general, seeds are mixed with an adhesive so that every seed is covered.
The coating solids are then added. Each seed in the doughy moist mass
will assume its own coating and the particles tend to si ngulate. The
coat i ng is then cured . The coated seed are then screened to remove
lumps and fi nes and is ready for packing.
The keys to success include sel ecti on of an appropriate adhesi ve
system, selection of a sol ids formu l ation of appropriate gri nd, selection of an appropri ate mixing intensity, and selection of a workable
balance among seeds , adhesive, working method, drying time, and working
t ime. Seed coating as traditionally practiced is an art and not a
sc ience. Specifi c details of the art are typically held as trade
secrets but general descriptions are public information.
The Rotating Drum
Most of the seed coating patents describe preparation of coated
seeds in a rotating drum. The drum might be a simple concrete mixer or
an elegant device with automati c controls and compl ex accessory devices.
Adhesives ar e typicall y chosen to be soluble or di spersabl e in water.
Starches, natural gums, sugars , an imal glues , plant mucilages are common ly used. These are dispersed in water to give a sprayable fluid.
If one is pel leting to size, he will place a batch of seeds in the
rotating drum and commence rotation. He wi l l then apply a fine mist of
adhesive to the mixing seeds and allow mixing to continue unti l each
seed bears a thin film of adhesive. He wil l then add sufficient so lids
to cover each seed without excess. Continued rotation under ventilation
drys the coated seed. The process is repeated again and aga i n until
particles are of the desired size and shape . During t he operation, the
coating work hardens. A f inal application of a binding age nt will
impart a smooth finish to t he particles. Wax, lacquers, shellacs and
s imilar materials may be used in this final coat .
The same general method can be used to produce coated seeds if
particle size is not particularly important. In the lime coating of
alfalfa, for example, the adhesive is made more viscous. The total
requirement is applied to seeds at one time and the seeds form a wet
doughy mass . The total solids application is made in one step . As much
as 30 lb/cwt of seed is appl ied. The seeds take on individual coats and
the coating work-hardens with continued rolling.
Figure 2 shows a typica l rotating drum fo r particle coating. The
equ i pment produces batches with an upper limit of perhaps 1300 lb of
seed/batch. The drum of this capacity will cost about $25,000 . Addi tional accessories and product handling devices can i ncrease the cost to
a total of $50- 100,000, depending on availabl e equipment in the coater ' s
plant . Process time/batch will vary from perhaps 2 hours up to 8 hours,
depend ing on operations .
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The charge for coating varies with operations. In the case of
precision pelleting of petunia, 1 pound of seed will be increased to 200
lb of product at an approximate cost of $1.00/lb, product basis.
Precision sized sugar beet seed increased 6-fold in weight will cost
about 35¢/lb, product basis.
Continuous Flow Paddle Mill
Northrup King Co. examined the commercial problems of seed coating
and concluded that the rotating drum imposed unacceptable production
rate limits and production costs for seed coating. The early stages of
our research program dealt first with alternate adhesives and final ly
with alternative methods of assembly. In one current version, the
adhesive is a special organic prepolymer that reacts with moisture to
form a sticky intermediate product that cures into an insoluble but
porous coating. The seed coating could then be handled on a continuous
basis in a paddle mill.
Figure 3 shows a coating mill used by Northrup King. The coater is
a paddle mill. Raw seed is metered into the mill and sprayed with the
organic prepolymer. Each seed takes on a film of this material . A
small amount of water is sprayed into the working mass . The water
spreads from seed to seed, activating the prepolymer and creating the
sticky intermediate product. Pulverized solids are then metered into
the working mass. Each seed assumes its own coat and the prepolymer
continues to cure. Finished coated seed particles are discharged from
the mill. The apparatus is ventilated to remove solvent and water .
Coated seeds can be packaged directly from the mill. The production
rate is 20,000 pounds of seed, input/hour. The seed is expanded to
24,000 pounds of product. Cost is about Bi/lb, product basis.
The same equipment can be used for coating different kinds of seed
with various materials, all under continuous flow conditions.
Product Performance
Precision Pelleted Seeds
Northrup King does not produce prec1s1on pelleted seeds but has
examined them. Buyers of some types of seeds may have Northrup King
seed items pelleted by a firm specializing in the art. The custom
pelleters are highly successful in producing particles of the desired
size. But the performance of these products can be imperfect. In the
case of sugar beet seed, for example, growers have reported poor stands
or erratic emergence. The problems are associated with dry soils,
excessive depth of planting and flooded soils. Precision pelleted seeds
appear more demanding of their environment.

Figure 1.

Examples of coated seed.

Figure 2. Diagram of ro tating drum device for pell eti ng seed.
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Figure 3.

Paddl e mil l used in continuous flow coating of seeds at
Northrup-King Co.
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Precision pelleted seeds are commonly used to improve efficiency of
seed use, to allow precise seed placement and to reduce labor used in
weeding, thinning, blocking and harvesting. Growers also expect to have
a greater yield of marketable produce. Their hopes flow from undisturbed growth of precision planted seedlings, more uniform emergence and
more uniform development . These hopes may or may not be realized.
Precision sizing and planting offers opportunities for better crop
production but these are limited by variability in commerical seeds.
Commercial seed lots are characterized by variations in size, shape,
emergence, speed, and that understood but ill-defined property called
vigor. Until methods are found to separate lots into sublots of greater
uniformity, the true potential of precision planting will not be
realized.
Coating to Aid Establishment
There is substantial information on the use of coated seeds to
establish forage legumes on acid soils . The early work on this idea was
done in New Zealand. The idea was moved around the world and has now
been studied in many different places. In the United States, the
Washington, Idaho, California and Hawaii experiment stations have
endorsed the practice. Wisconsin, Michigan, and Nebraska have reported
lime coating to be without benefit in station trials. About half of the
farmers who have planted lime coated legume seed offered by Northrup
King have observed improvement in crop performance. Typical yield
increases run from 5-10%. Protein increases are commonly reported.
Establishment of legumes on problem fields is also a common report.
When NOCULIMED seed was used in chemical improvement of pastures, lime
coated seeds have performed very well indeed. More recently, these
products are finding use on disturbed soils of the spoil banks of
middle-American coal fields.
Figure 4 shows an alfalfa field planted with NOCULIMED alfalfa and
seed of the same lot without coating. Benefits included thicker stand,
greater yield and quicker recovery after cutting. The field is shown as
it recovered following cutting.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of plants from coated and market red
clover . Plants from coated seeds establish crowns earlier, develop more
leaves and a thicker root. They have storage reserves for prompt recovery after cutting.
Figure 6 shows ~ Wisconsin pasture during improvement planting in
1975. Figure 7 shows forage production in the third year after seedling. This field had been free of legumes for many years. The farmer
converted the field from a marginal grazing pasture to a source of
stored feed.
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Experiences of the types shown here testify that lime coating can
bring about a profitable increase in crop performance.
Inhibition of Herbicides
In some seasons, herbicide residues from earlier plantings persist
and damage the new crop. A soybean crop following corn may exhibit
atrazine damage under some climatic conditions. Improper use of herbicides can also create probl ems both in the crop for which weed control
was applied and the succeeding crop. Seed coatings can be applied to
take up or inactivate herbicide in the seed zone of the field. Activated carbon has been used for the purpose. There are indications that
lime coatings can have this effect . The coating art for herbicide
inactivation is not well defined or developed. It seems clear, however,
that a combination of protected seed and non-persistent herbicide could
have economic value, especially to producers of vegetable crops. A new
combination of herbicide for soil application coupled with seed treated
with a specific inactivator will be test marketed in the next two years
by Ciba Geigy.
Delay Germination
Producers of hybrid corn seed commonly produce hybrid seed from two
parental l ines of different maturities. One parent, the maternal line,
produces the actual seeds. The other, the paternal line, provides
pollen needed for seed production. Since these two lines flower at
different dates, a method is necessary to adjust the f lowering period of
one line. Most commonly the pollen line matures early and so must be
planted later than the maternal line . Traditional ly, a production field
is planted with the maternal line with rows left open for later planting
of the male parent. The farmer requires a special fee for double
planting. Weather can interfere with the second planting. The practice
creates special risks for the seedsman and grower alike.
Northrup King developed a coating process through which the germination of a seed can be delayed. Very simply, the seed is coated to
slow movement of soil moisture into the seed. Germination is delayed as
is subsequent flowering. Through adjustment of the coating process, one
can impose a predictable delay on seed germination and on flowering
period . There is the additional benefit that one can produce a blend of
seeds coated to impose different delays. This practice allows extension
of the period of pollen availability by creating non-uniformity where
substantial uniformity originally existed.
Figure 8 shows seedling corn plants grown from coated and normal
seeds .
The coating process for seed germination delay is the product of 10
years of laboratory investigation and field testing. Coated seeds have

Figure 4.

Alfalfa field recovering after hay harvest . Right, planting of uncoated seed: left, planting of lime coated seed .
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Plants of medium r ed cl over from non-coated and "NOCULIMED"
seed .

Figures 6 and 7. IQQ: Sod seeding of pasture (Wisconsin) with lime coated
legume seed. Bottom: Forage production in third year
after seeding .
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Figure 8.

Rate of germination and emergence of corn seed without coating
(right) and with "waterproofing" coating to delay germination
(right).
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been used in commercial seed production for the past 3 years. Accumulated research and commercial data support these conclusion s. First,
one can impose predictable delays up to about 150 Heat Units without
substantial loss of stand . At greater delays, stand losses can exceed
25%. The process is most useful when applied to the male parent seed.
Second~ the redistribution of pollen over a broader period leads to
yield increase of about 5%, average. Third, pollen availability over a
longer period tends to result in the increased production of medium flat
kernel grades. These grades are most wanted by seed buyers. Fourth,
coated seed allows convenient interseeding of male between normally
spaced rows of female corn. Rows will be parallel and cultivation risks
to the crop are reduced. This practice of interseeding improves yield/
female acre and also improves yield/field acre . The interseeding art
contrasts with traditional planting methods where seeds are planted in 4
row frames of female adjacent to 2 row frames of male plants. In this
traditional practice, only two- thirds of the field produces seed; one
third produces only po l len.
Germination delay coatings have been shown effective with sunflower, sorghum, wheat, radish, snap bean and many other crops. While
the concept was developed to meet a need of the seed producer, it has
application for the canner who must stagger plantings to regulate flow
of produce to packing plants. It has potential application in double
cropping practices. It has potential application in establishing
vegetation on construction sites where seeding must be completed to
satisfy contract rather than to expolit appropriate seasonal weather for
establishment .
Delay germination coatings have also been explored by Schreiber and
others as a means of extending the growing season. Their concept was
to coat ~eeds so as to delay germination and then plant a spring crop in
the fall. The concept appears workable with wheat and triticale in
Manitoba . These crops will tolerate some cold stress without stand
loss. The concept failed when applied to rape seed. Premature emergence and other factors caused stand loss to low temperatures.
Anti-Erosion Coating
Northrup King has developed a coating process through which a
water-softening adhesive is bound to seeds. When such seeds are broadcast and moistened, they bind themselves to the surface on which they
fall. They resist movement. This kind of product has been used on
winter golf greens where seed movement can produce ridges, clumps and
other defects in the playing surface . It has been tested on slopes
subject to sheet erosion.
Micronutrient Coatings
Coated seeds have been prepared with micronutrient coatings to
correct crop deficiencies. Deficiencies of sulfur, iron, zinc,
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molybdenum, manganese copper and other micronutrients exist as commerical problems ; seed coati ng provides a mea ns of applying smal l
amounts of corrective material/acre. The development of economic quantities of meta l chelates provide special opportunities in that the
chelate stabilizes the nutrient in an available form and also l imits its
application to the actual root zone of the establishing plant.
Georgi a Pacific Corporation in cooperation with university personnel f rom different states has been exploring t he commerical application
of metal che lates for defici ency correction. Thei r programs include
br oadcast , in furrow, fol iar and seed coating applications . Each method
offers potential advantages ; each presents some probl ems. Metal chelates can be applied to seeds through any of the coating processes
menti oned here. In the case of rice , zinc coated seeds will prov ide the
zinc needed to support the growth of the crop. In the case of sorghum,
zinc chel ate coati ng improved yields by 27% . Foli ar treatment invol vi ng
5 applications of ferrous sulfate increased yield by 40%. The pelleted
seeds carried 20 grams of iron/acre (on 5 lb of seed) and the foliar
spray applied about 172 grams of iron/acre in each of 5 fo l iar appl ications . The seed appl ication of chelated iron can be increased substantially without affecting seed germinab ili ty or vigor. The preli minary conclusion is that seed coati ng can replace several foliar appli cations of iron for sorghum grown in iron- defi cient so il s . Simi l arly,
seed coatings containing chel ated zinc appear to correct deficiency when
rice is grown under conditions of inadequate zinc availability. Fiel d
trial s on a substantia l scale are in preparation .
Fertilizers
It seems unlikely that macronutrients can ever be appli ed in
quantity to sustain a crop grown from fertilizer- coated seeds. Additions of avai l able nitrogen tend to accentuate damping off and seedli ng
diseases . Additi ons of available phosphorus also tend to reduce stands .
At best, seed coating can provide a low level of starter fertilizer at
some risk in stand reduction.
Promote Water Accumulation
Starch graft polymers have the capacity to imbibe water to very
high levels and to release this water to seeds . Academic studies of
the benefits of starch graft polymers have been disappointing in resul ts . But there is a reasonable body of reports from farmer trials
that suggest the "Super Slurper" can be very useful. Most of these
reports are from irrigated farms and from farms where double cropping
operations are under way . The water collecting action of these remarkabl e compounds seems to aid establishment of seedl ings from seeds
broadcast into standing crops .
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Herbicide Applications
We have mentioned the use of safeners to protect seeds from soi lappl ied herbicides. Recently, research workers have begun exploring the
use of seeds as carriers for herbicides. Dr. Jean Dawson of the University of Washington, Prosser has begun to develop this concept .
Beginning with band application of herbicide, he moved on to granulated
herbicide mixed with seeds and then to direct application of herbicide
to seeds. He used lime coated alfalfa and applied Eptam. He also
examined herbicide-treated fiel d beans in Costa Ri ca . In the case of
al fa l fa, weed control from seed-carried herbicide extended from 4-8 em
from the treated crop seed. Each seed carried herbicide to control
weeds in a little l ess than a square inch. Damage to the alfalfa
seedl ing was reported to be transient and minor. With high costs of
agricultural chemical s, the economies of seed appl ication truly are
appealing .
We have not really presented a complete description of the seed
coater ' s arts and dreams . We have offered a broad view with brief
comments on specific examples. Vari at ions on the themes mentioned here
are being proposed. The field is really changing constantly.
Let us now offer a bri ef statement designed to put coating into
perspective. You will understand this is our perspective; others may
wel l hold other views.
Perspectives
Seed coati ng ideas have been advanced, tested and exploited for
many years. Most coati ng ideas have been abandoned. Those that survived exist as special ty products making up a minority of the seed
supply. Some ideas appear destined to remain as possibilities that
never receive their test in commercial markets.
Traditional methods of coati ng add substantial cost to the product.
Cost has been a limiting factor in acceptance of coated seeds. On a
seed weight basis, costs range from 10¢/lb of seed coated with lime in
the NOCULIMED Process to perhaps $200/lb for the precision pelleted
flower seeds created by the various custom pelleting firms for their
customers. Since alternate solutions to problems solved through coating
are available, coated seed acceptance depends heavily on the values a
seed buyer associates with coated seeds. The values assigned by seed
users to the benefits of coated seeds also loom large.
In the case of bedding plant growers, high priced small seeds such
as petunia can be sown in mixture with a carrier into seed flats.
Seedl ings can be transplanted . If a grower is unable or unwil li ng to
organize an appropriate seasonal labor force, pelleted seed wil l assume
a high value in his operations. Precision pelleted flower seeds have
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been produced on a substantial scale for many years. It is impossible
to establish market share for pel leted flower or vegetabl e seeds. These
products are surely a minor part of total trade in terms of either
dollar value or pounds of seed affected.
In the case of sugar beet seeds, consumption has changed abruptly
from time to ti me. In some areas, precision pelleted seed dominates the
beet seed market but in other loca les there is virtually no demand . Use
is limited by cost and by the sensitivity of the pelleted seeds to
adverse conditions. Pelleting alters the moisture up-take of beet seeds
and germination can be both slow and erratic in dry soils. Similarly,
the pellet coating can affect gas exchange in wet soi l s wi th resulti ng
problems of stand. Precision pelleted beet seeds have generated compl aints from some growers . While pelleted beet seeds dominates the
European market, it has lost market share in the Uni ted State recently.
Other pelleted and coated seed products are in their early stages
of market development. There is a continuing market for lime coated
forage seeds. These products are a smal l element in the total market
but are substantial factors in some local areas. Cost is a factor in
slowing acceptance. Planting equipment must be adjusted for the larger
seed size . Fa ilure of a farmer to adjust his equi pment often l eads to
a complaint of poor plantability. Performance as measured oy yield
responses has been good . These products will grow in commercial importance.
Micronutrient seed coatings on sorghum, and rice have been examined
at the experimental level with success . Zinc chelates have been used
successfully for in-furrow broadcast and aerial applications on rice
land. Rice seeds will tolerate economic l eve ls of zinc chelate. The
rice seed market is confined to a few regional markets sharing common
probl ems . The probabi l ity is that zinc chelate coatings wi l l find their
place in the rice seed markets.
On the whole, seed coatings appear to have substantial commercial
value to some seed users. In time , they will find their own places in
the seed market . Coatings cannot replace sound crop growing practices.
They cannot compensate fo r poor seed quality . They typically are
applied for a specific purpose and will not be universally useful in all
locati ons. But taking all of the facts relating to crop production into
account, one must conclude that coated seeds have a place in American
agricu l ture. Increases in coated seed product production are expected.
We will close with this thought . Our social and technical climates
have changed over the past decade or so . We are working toward the
elimination of ri sks of all kinds. We have changed our ideas of liabilities and of where risks lie. Farmers are faced with rising costs of
land, equipment, labor, and supplies. They are also faced with crop and
livestock prices that seem excessively l ow. Despite world feed and
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forage shortages, this country lives with market-depressi ng surpluses.
These factors , more than coated seed benefits , appear destined to
control the rate of development of the coated seed market . On balance ,
the social and economic factors promise to slow commerc ialization of
seed coating technologies.
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SELECTION OF SEED TREATMENT CHEMICALS AND APPLICATION EQUIPMENT
John J. MacFarlane, Jr.

ll

In keeping with the theme of this 27th Annual Short Course, Back
to Basics II, I would like to go into some of the bas ics involved with
the sel ection of, use of, results expected from, and legal and personal
hazard aspects of the chemicals used to treat seed; and I would like to
go into the basics of seed treater operating principles and calibration.
Specifically , I would like to cover the following topics:
11

11

I.

Do you really know why you treat your seed?
What real objective(s) or goal(s) do you have?
What diseases or insect pests do you want to control?

II .

How much do you really know about the seed treatment chemical
that you are using or anticipate using?

III .

Do you really know and understand all of the legal ramifi cations of treating seeds?
Do you really know what chemicals are available and registered
for treating various types of seeds and do you realize what
restrictions have been imposed on some chemicals by certain
government agenc ies?

IV.

Do you really understand the basic working principl es of the
seed treater that you are using and do you understand the
basic working principles of the other major types of treating
machinery in use in U.S. today?

V.

Would you really know how to properly initially calibrate or
recalibrate your seed treater if you had to in the case of
changing chemicals or types or seeds?

Now , as we examine each one of these topics, I will only be abl e to
cover the high points, but I hope in some way I will stimulate you to
try to find out more about the specifics of each of these topics with
regard to your parti cular situation.
l/Director of Product Development and Technical Services, Gustafson,
Inc ., Dallas, Texas.
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Do You Really Know Why You Treat Your Seed
There are basically three classes or types of seed applied chemicals in common use in seed treating facilities in the U.S. -- fungicides , insecticides and seed applied micronutrients.
Fungicides
As shown in Figure 1, there are fungicides which control seedborne, soil-borne and air or wind-borne fungi. Of course, some of these
fungicides control both seed-borne and soil-borne organisms. The basic
principle however, is that you must, as a seed treater, realize what
organism(s) you are trying to control with your fungicide in order to
select the proper chemical with the proper spectrum of activity. Currently, there are not any fungicide seed treatments registered in the
United States for the control of or protection against air or wind-borne
fungi. However, there are currently a couple of chemicals under test
which very well could be registered in the near future for the control
of air-borne rust fungi.
Insecticides
There are three basic types of pests that can be controlled by
applying insecticides to seed. The first and most common reason for
treating seed with an insecticide is for the control of stored seed
(grain) pests. These are such insect pests as Angoumois grain moth,
Indian meal moth, confused flour beetle, granary weevil, cadelle , etc.,
and some of the insecticides available are Malathion, Methoxychlor,
Diatomaceous Earth, Pipronyl Butoxide, Pyrethrums and two interesting
experimental compounds, Reldan and Actellic. The second reason why
seedsmen would want to treat with an insecticide is for the control of
soil-borne insects; the insect complex which might damage the seed and/
or germinating seedling. These include such pests as wireworm, false
wireworm, seed corn maggot , seed corn beetle, etc. Insecticides available for controlling this complex of soil insects are Lindane,
Heptachlor, Diazinon, Lorsban and two interesting experimental insecticides , Ficam and Mesurol. The third reason why seedsmen might treat
seed with an insecticide is for the control of early season post-emergence insects and mites. The insecticides used in this category are
systemic chemicals which are taken up into the developing seedling as
germination occurs and translocated to the above ground parts of the
plant. There are four insecticides currently registered for treating
cottonseed for the control of such pests as cotton aphids, thrips,
whiteflies and spider mites. These materials are Di-syston, Orthene,
Thimet and Azodrin (trade name Go-Better). Also, a special formulation
of carbofuran, known as ESP, for treating sorghum seed for the control
of greenbugs during the seedling stage has recently been registered for
use in Texas only .

SEED TREATMENT FUNGICIDES - ACTIVITY
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Trace elements or micronutrients
Recently, there has been a lot of public i ty in the agricultural
literature concerning the benefits of treating rice seed with zinc and
soybean seed with molybdenum . If you have been considering the use of a
micronutrient, analyze your specific trade area and obtain information
from your state agricultral extension service with regard to the specific need for and benefits from seed appl ied micronutrients. As an
example, Table 1 is an excerpt from a survey done by Agrico Chemical
Company on the geographic areas of the United States where soybeans are
grown where there might be a benefit from applyi ng molybdenum to seed.
Also shown are those areas where there would probably be no benefit
because of soil pH. It is important when considering the use of seed
applied micronutrients, that you understand the mode of action of the
micronutrient and the specific need within your geographic trade area
for that micronutrient.
How Much Do You Really Know About the Chemical You Use?
I have listed below several thi ngs that you shoul d know and be
famil iar with concerning the chemica l seed treatments that you are
currently using in your facility or that you might be considering to use
in the future . Sources for this information include your state agricultural extension service, the manufacturer of the pesticide, or the
distributor and/or dealer from whom you buy the pesticide .
Things you should know about the chemical you use to treat your
seed include:
The chemical's toxicity or LD 50
LDso is defined as the amount of pesticide that is required to
effect a 50% ki ll of a test animal population in the laboratory, expressed as milligrams of pesticide per kilogram of body weight of the
test animal . Test animals for LDso testing are usual ly white laboratory
mice or laboratory rabbits . There normally is a dermal {or skin) LDso
and an oral (or ingestion) LDso given for most pesticides. In the case
of certain fumigants, there may also be an LCso given, which stands for
lethal concentration 50%. So you can see that the lower the LDso figure
of a chemical, the more toxic it is; conversely, the higher the LDso
figure, the less toxi c the material is because it would ta ke more of the
pesticide to affect the 50% kill in a test animal population. In Table
2, I have listed the Lo 50 •s for many of the common seed treatment insecticides and fungicides 1n use in the United States today. Some of these
LDso's are for technical or pure active ingredient rather than for the
formu l ated chemi cal (which may be anywhere from 10 to 75% active pesticide).
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lfABLE 1

IDrAL
%pH 6.3 and Below or
Below Opt:inun Am::nmt
Available ''M:>ly"

u.s.

stM1ARY

%pH 6.4- 7.0 or
Opt:im..m .Amt.
Available ''M:>ly''

%Above pH 7.0 or
More Than Optimml
Available ''M:>ly"

11%

41%

48%

Geographic locations Where
Soybean Growers Had pH
6. 3 or Below or Below Optinum
.Auounts Available ''Moly" in
Soil and Where Additional ''M:>ly"
Would be Beneficial - %of
Area or State

Alabama

-

Arkansas -

Northern 28%
Central 86%
Southern 88%

38':~

Michigan

Southwest 2%
Southeast 34%

88%

Mississippi

85%

Georgia

- Southeast 82%

Western

Nortmvest
Northeast
W. Central
E. Central
Southern

55%
53%
54%
66%
43%

Indiana

-

Northwest
Northeast
Central
Southern

55%
53%
38%
44%

Iowa

-

Southwest
Northern
Central
Eastern

57%
38%
49%
33%

Eastern

35%

-

Central 54%

Miimesota -

-

Kansas

-

Northeast 38%
Southeast 85%

Florida

Illinois -

Kentucky

Missouri - Northeast 31%
t-Jestern
30%
Southeast 38%
Nebraska

- Eastern

62%

~olestem

lSi~

N. Carolina-Southern
North Cen
Ohio
-Northwest
Northeast
W.Central
S .Central
Central
s. Carolina-Central
Eastern
Tenessee - Western
Virginia - Northern
Southern
Wisconsin

45%
75%
39%
54%
33%
35%
26%
84%
76%
85%
46%
50%
20%

.;:.

co

Table 2.

Toxicity of various seed treatment pesticides .

Chemical

Oral
LD5o
(rat)

benomyl (Benlate)
captafol (Difolatan)
cap tan
carboxin (Vitavax)
ch loroneb (Demosan)
Dithane M-45
fenaminosulf (Dexon)
maneb
PCNB (aqueous suspension)
PMA (Phenyl Mercury)
Terrazole
Thiabendazole Mertect (TBZ)
thiram
chlorpyrifos (Lorsban)
Diazinon (tech)
disul foton (Di -Syston)
heptachlor (Drinox)
malathion
methoxychlor
monocrotophos (Azodrin) Go-Better

10 ,000
6,200
9,000
3,820
11,000
8, 000
64
6,750
12 , 000
100
2, 000
3,100
780
163
300-400
2.6- 12.5
40 - 188
1,375
6,000
8 - 23

Dermal
LD50
( rab 1 t)

8,000
100

20
119-320
4,100
354
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The chemical's antidote or practical statement of treatment (PST)
These things can normally be found on the label of the pesticide
itself. Several of the insecticides used in treating seed in the U.S.
have a specific antidote that should be made available to the physician
if a poisoning occurs. An antidote is roughly defined as a therapeutic
drug which ~ when administered to a patient suffering from poisoning
symptoms, tends to reverse the effects of the poisoning by tieing up the
pesticide in the individual's body . For certain less toxic chemicals,
such as most fungicides, you will find that they have what is known as a
practical statement of treatment (PST). Exampl es are such things as
"induce vomiting by placing a blunt object at the back of the tongue, ..
or "give whites of eggs orally to induce vomiting, .. or .. wash off skin
immediately with running water and consult a physician".
Your chemical ' s basic mode of action and/or spectrum of control
It is important to ~and your customers that you understand these
things about your chemical. For instance, there are great differences
among various registered cottonseed treatment fungicides in terms of the
control of the three major cotton fungal pathogens in the South, which
are Rhizoctonia, Pythium and Fusarium. Also, there are vast differences
in the modes of action among the various registered fungicides for wheat
and barley seed treatment . Some materials registered are true systemics
and capable of controlling surface seed- borne, internal seed-borne,
soil-borne, and even post emergence soil-borne pathogens. Other fungicides may be only active as a surface sterilant or disinfectant, and
have no activity against internally borne pathogens or soil-borne organisms. Sources of information on the basic modes of action and/or
spectrums of control for your product are avai l able normally from your
cooperative extension service or from the manufacturer of the pesticide.
Your chemical's DOT classification as to flamability, explosiveness,
corrosiveness, etc.
Here again, it is very important for you to know these things.
Considering some of the fungicides registered for seed treatment of
small grains, the corrosiveness factor varies between a DOT classification of ''non-corrosive .. to a classification .. extremely corrosive ...
Likewise, the flash point or flamability index of these same chemicals
can vary anywhere from 11 non-combustible 11 to an open-cup flash point of
+60F . This information is available from the manufacturer of the
chemical or by referring to the Department of Transportation's Hazardous
Material Shipment Book.
Your chemical's degree of safety on seed (phytotoxicity margin)
This is also an extremely important thing to know about the chemical you are using in your plant. For instance, in a comparison of the
four systemic cottonseed t reatment insecticides registered by EPA, there
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is generally speaking approximately a 1.5X margin of safety on the most
phytotoxic material and approximately a 5X margin of safey on the least
phytotoxic of the four materials. Thi s is to say, that on marginal
quality seed the most phytotoxic material will cause significant phytotoxicity to the seed and seedlings at approximately 1~ times the recommended dosage rate on the label, whereas the least phytotoxic will cause
significant phytotoxicity only at approximately 5X the label dosage
rate. I have cited an example of systemic cottonseed treatment insect i cides, but I want you also to be aware that there are extreme differences in phytotoxicity among various fungicides. Sources of information on seed safety margins normally are available from the manufacturer of the pesticide or may be obtained by experimenting for yourself
in your own laboratory and then germinating seed treated at a ladder
series of IX, 2X, 4X, etc.
Do You Really Understand the Legal Aspects of Treating Seeds?
Are you aware of the various federal, state and local laws that
pertain to seed treating operations and do you know what is specifically
required by each of these acts or laws?
Let's briefly go over some of the more important laws and acts and
what each requires or how it impacts on treating seed in the U.S.
A.

Federal Seed Act
1.
2.
3.

B.

Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
1.
2.

C.

Labeling (tagging) treated seed.
Dyeing (coloring) treated seed .
Do not use for feed , food, or oil purposes.

Worker exposure and protection.
Environmental considerations .

Federal Insecticide , Fungicide & Rodenticide Act (Also
known as FEPCA)
1.
2.
3.

Licensing of applicators and their machines .
Monitoring of proper pesticide use.
Penalites for improper use .

In addition to these three (3) major Federa l Acts that impact on
seed treatment, t here are also many other federal regulations and codes
and state and l ocal laws, regulations and acts that regulate in some way
the treatment of seeds in the U.S. Many times, interestingly , some of
these state and local regulations are more stringent in certain areas
than are the Federal laws pertaining to the same subject .
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D.
State Seed Laws . As an example, I have excerpted certain
portions of the Michigan State Seed Law and the Arkansas State Seed Law
to demonstrate that these two states have requirements in certain
specific areas of treating and labeling seed that are not required by
the Federal Seed Act.
1.

Excerpt from the Michigan State Law:
a.

2.

"7.

For seed which has been treated with an irritating or
poisonous substance, the required information is:

1)

A warning statement in 12- point type that the seed has
been treated .

2)

The corrunon, coined, chemical or abbreviated chemical
name of the substance applied.

3)

Seeds treated with mercurials or with materials, such as
Aldrin, Demeton, Dieldrin, Endrin, Heptachlor and similar
toxic substances shall be labeled to show a representation of a skull and crossbones at least twice the size
of the type required, followed by the words, ' Poison• or
'Poison Treated, • and shall be printed in red on a background of distinctly contrasting color . A statement
worded substantially as follows, 'Do Not Use for Food,
Feed, or Oil Purposes,• shall follow the signal words,
'Poison• or 'Poison Treated'."

Excerpt from the Arkansas State Law:
a.

"Cottonseed whi ch has been treated with Disulfoton (Di-Syston),
Monocrotophos (Azodrin) or Phorate (Thimet) shall bear as part
of the seed treatment label a warning statement taken from the
Di-Syston, Azodrin, or Thimet label indicating possible
reduction in germination or stunt as a result of such treatment ...

E.

State Pesticide Control Laws
1.
2.

F.

Applicator (and seed treating machine) licensing.
Record keeping on use of restricted use or state limited
use pesticides.

National, State and Local Pollution Control Ordinances
1.
2.

Chemical r un-off from treating area.
Empty conta i ner disposal.
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G.

National, State and Local Fire Codes
1.
2.
3.

Chemical storage
Machinery wiring.
Empty container disposal.

After considering all these acts , laws and regulations, it is
obvious that our industry is heavily regulated. Let's consider in
detai l just one of these agencies, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and just one of its functions -- regulation of pesticides under
its authority from FIFRA (FEPCA). I refer you to the li st of the
chemicals below that have had some adverse action taken by EPA or one
of the states during the past five (5) years.
A.

Registration canceled by EPA
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
B.

Chemicals currently under RPAR at EPA
1.

2.
3.
4.
C.

HCB

Proposed for Restricted Use classificat ion
1.
2.
3.
4.

F.

Captan
Thiram (Arasan)

Manufacturer has voluntarily halted production
1.

E.

Lindane
PCNB (Terrach 1or)
EBDC (Zineb and Maneb materials)
Benomyl (Benlate)

Chemicals currently under pre-RPAR examination phase at EPA
1.
2.

D.

Aldrin
Dieldrin
Endrin
Chlordane
Phenyl Mercury - (August 31, 1978)

Carbofuran (Furadan)
Disulfoton (Di-Syston)
Monocrotophos (Azodrin)
Phorate (Thimet)

Classified as State -- Limited Use in Several States
1.
2.

Phenyl ~1ercury
Heptachlor
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Conversely, when we look at the new registrations or new uses for
existing chemicals that are available in our seed treatment arsenal, we
find that there, in fact, has not been even one new chemical registered
by EPA in the last five years for seed treatment use. There have,
however, been a few of the existing chemicals whose labels have been
expanded to include other crop seed and a few chemicals which have been
heretofore registered for general agricultural use of some type, but now
have seed treatment uses on the label. In essence, though, we are
losing many, many more of the pesticides for seed treatment use than we
are gaining.
Do You Really Understand the Basic Working Principle of the
Seed Treater that You Are Using and of the Other Major Types
of Seed Treating Machinery in the U.S. Today?
True Mist-0-Matic Type Seed Treater
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Examples are Gustafson Mist-o-Matic Models SS-1, SS-6, CG,
LA, and SS-HC-Triple Treat.
Employs whirling 11 mist 11 or 11 Spin" disc that atomizes or mists
chemical onto seed.
Excellent for treatment of "dented .. seeds.
Best for application of low volumes of chemicals that are
11
free flowing," non-viscous liquids .
Employs double weighpan and metering cups in a metering tank .

Slurry Type Seed Treater
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Examples are Gustafson Model B, Gustafson Model G-1, Gustafson
Model R, Calkins Slurry Seed Treater, and Superior Slurry
Treater.
Oldest liquid (slurry)-type treating principle.
Employs a coating or blending chamber or "leg" with ribbon
flighting or angled "paddles" inside to blend chemical onto
seed.
Usually has its own chemical holding reservoir built onto
treater.
Usually employs a single weighpan and "buckets" on a revolving
chain, rather than metering cups.
Usually used for application of high volumes of chemicals of
the liquid, flowable or wettable powder slurry type.

Direct or Metered Slurry Type Seed Treater
1.
2.
3.

Examples are Gustafson Metered Slurry Models S-100-SS, S-600SS, S-1000-SS, OFT, and all Panogen Seed Treaters.
The vast majority of new treaters sold today are of this type.
Employs a coating or blending chamber or "leg" or a revolving
cylindrical or hexagonal drum to blend chemicals onto seed.
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4.
5.

Employs a double weighpan and metering cups in a metering
tank.
Used for application of high volumes of chemicals of the
liquid, flowable or wettable powder slurry type.

Dry or Dust Type Seed Treater
1.
2.
3.
4.

Examples are Gustafson Models XL and PO and Pearman Industries
Peanut Seed Treater .
Employs a coating chamber or "leg" (usually with a brush
element) or revolving drum to blend chemical onto seed.
Used for application of non-aggregating dust or dry powder
chemical s on peanut and certain vegetable seeds .
Employs a vibrating powder trough with an adjustable "feed
gate" which is actuated by a SyntronR switch connected to the
double weighpan arm .

Volumetric Type Seed Treater
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Examples are Gustafson Model M-1000 , Gustafson Drill-Fill
Chemical Applicator, Corn States Hybrid Service "Big Red"
Treater, and Olin's Farmers Field Treater.
Employs the volume of seed (instead of the weight of seed
l ike all other types) to actuate the chemical delivery or
metering portion of the treater.
Usually employs some type of cam that is actuated by a full
seed receptacle or a pocket-wheel with indentations or
"pockets" that are filled with a certain volume of seed.
Either employs a coating or blending chamber , revolving drum
or spray nozzle system to apply or blend chemical onto seed.
The volumetric treater is unique in that the chemical
delivery rate is usually constant and calibration changes
can only be made by adjustment of seed flow or delivery rate;
on all other types of treaters, calibration adjustments can
be made by adjusting seed or chemical delivery rate.
Would You Really Know How to Calibrate Your Seed Treater?

Of course, proper seed treater calibration is of the utmost importance. Strict adherence to the dosage rate on the pesticide label is
a requirement of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act
(FEPCA). Also, obviously, with most pesticides too little chemica l will
generally result in non-performance and too much chemical will result in
unnecessary expense and even phytotoxic effects to your seed in some
cases. For some of you who are certified commercial pesticide applicators in the seed treatment category in your state, you will know that
proper calibration is very important in most of the state licensing
examinations. Outlined below is the step-by-step procedure that is
recommended for proper initial calibration of recalibration (i f you
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change seed types or chemicals) of a seed treater of the metered slurry
or direct, Mist-0-Matic, or true slurry type treater . Calibration of
the dry or dust type treater is very similar except that weight of
powdered or dry chemical is used instead of volume of liquid or slurry
chemical. The calibration of the volumetric type treater, which as you
will remember uses volume of seed rather than weight of seed as a principle of calibration, is somewhat different. Generally, calibration of
the volumetric type treater involves changing from one pocketwheel to
another, which has different size indentations or a different number or
pattern of indentations or speeding up or slowing down the delivery rate
of seed in some other way. As stated earlier, the chemical delivery
rate is usually constant on the volumetric type treater.

Following is a general outline of the step-by-step procedure for
calibration of Mist-0-Matic, true slurry, metered slurry or direct type
seed treaters.
1.

With no chemical in the metering tank, run 100 pounds of seed
through the treater and count the number of times the weighpan
dumps. Divide 100 pounds by the number of times the weight trips.
This gives you the number of pounds of seed per dump of the weighpan. Record the numerical setting of the weight on the weighpan
arm for future use.

2.

Determine how much liquid the treater metering cups or buckets will
dump onto the seed each time the weighpan arm trips (by manually
tripping - without seed - or letting seed trip the weighpan by
pouring through) the weighpan a specific number of times and
catching the chemical that is dumped in a measuring cup.
Divide the amount of chemical caught by the number of times you
tripped the weighpan. This gives the amount of chemical delivered
per dump of the weighpan. Record for future use.

3.

After completing operation (1) and (2), you know exactly how the
treater is presently set.
Remember, there are two ways to vary the dosage of chemical to
seed, either change the setting of the weight on the weighpan arm
. . . raise weight to increase amount of seed dumped or lower it to
decrease it, or replace the chemical measuring cups with another
cup size to deliver more or less chemical per dump as necessary .
For addit ional information on calibration, use the calibration
i nstruction manual furnished with each machine by the manufacturer.
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Two Methods for Calculating the Ratio of \~ettable Powder
Seed Treatment Chemical to Water for Slurry Appl ication
Most wettable powder seed treatment chemicals are applied at a rate
between one (1) and five (5) ~ounces per 100 pounds of seed. The
dosage is, of course, obtained from the label. Normally a chemi cal to
water mixing ratio is not stated or suggested on the l abel. Following
are two (2) methods you may use to cal cu l ate the proper powder to water
ratio to obtain the desired sl urry dosage per 100 pounds of seed.
Method 1
To determine the correct amount of wettable powder chemical to use
to make one gallon of liquid slurry, divide 128 (fluid ounces/ gallon)
by the number of f l uid ounces of l iquid you desire to apply per 100
pounds of seed; and then multiply the result by the number of dry ounces
of the chemical the label tel ls you to apply to 100 pounds of seed.
Example:
128 fluid ounces per gallon
X Dry ounces of chemical desired
Flu id oz. liquid to be applied/cwt.
per cwt .

= Dry ounces of wettable powder to use to make one gallon of slurry
For Example:
NOTE:

128
12.3 ounces wettable powder chemical to
15 . 6 X 1. 5 = use
to make one gallon slurry

Be sure you bring total slurry volume~ to one gallon,
rather than starting with one gallon of water and adding
wettable powder to that. This is because adding the powder
will "displace " some liquid volume --as a rule of thumb, most
wettable powders ''displace" about 7 fluid ounces of liquid
volume per pound of powder added .

Method 2
Some seedsmen may desire to "experiment" for themselves to obtain
a slurry consistency they like. Once they decide on a powder +water
mixture ratio, they must keep in mind the number of dry ounces of
wettable powder they originally added to the water . This determines the
number of hundred weights they must treat with the slurry volume they
now have.
Example:

A chemical is appl ied at the rate of two (2) dry ounces per
100 pounds of seed. The seedsman has found that mixing five
pounds of chemical (80 dry ounces) with one gallon of water,
gives him the slurry consistency that he desires.
Then , it must be kept in mind that the total volume of slurry (in this
case approximately 1.2 gallons) is enough to treat 40 cwts (4,000 lbs.)
of seed (s ince the original powder dosage is 2 dry oz ./cwt. and you have
mixed 80 oz . into the slurry) .
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So . . . 1. 2 gallons total slurry X 128 fl. oz./gallon= 153.6 fl . oz.
153.5 fl. oz.
fl
I t
d
And · · · 40
cwts. seed = 3 •84
• oz. cw · see
In conclusion and summary, I hope that I have stimulated you to
look into some of these aspects of treating seeds as they pertain to
your operation and become more knowledgeable in them. In my seven years
of involvement in the seed treating industry, I have found that in many
cases, a "world" of information on chemicals, machinery, accessories,
legalities, basic pri ncipl es and objectives of treating seed is avai l abl e but very seldom used by people i n the industry. Treating seed
continues to be a very mysteri ous part of the seed industry to many
people, but I hope that I have simplified and cl arified some of the
important aspects of treating seed by going 11 Back to Basics 11 •

SEED GERMINATION
James C. Del ouche

11

Germinati on is the crucial and f i nal event in the life of a seed.
It represents both the ful fil lment and t he compl etion of the basic
f unction of seed - propagat i on . Seed - to be sure - have other f unctions in modern agriculture. They are t he main mechanism by which
improvements genetically engineered into pl ant popul ations are transmitted from one crop generation to another . They also function very
effi ciently as a convenient means of distri buti ng pl ant populations
throughout areas of adaptati on . The latter two functions , however, are
wholly dependent on germinati on. A seed that has lost its capacity for
germination can neither transmi t genetic improvements nor function i n
the distribution of desirabl e pl ant popul ations from one pl ace to another .
Seed are produced to propagate crops and other desirabl e pl ant
species. A substantial portion of the operati ons and activiti es i nvolved in seed production and supply are designed to maintain, protect,
and/or enhance the propagative value of seed, i.e ., capacity to germinate. Seedsmen, therefore, should have a good understandi ng of the
germination process and its vulnerabiliti es.
Germination is the resumption of active growth of the embryonic
axis in seed. The mea ning of thi s definition wi l l be cl earer after a
brief review of the essential events invol ved in seed formati on and
development.
Seed Formation and Devel opment
At some point in the life cycle of annual plants or the seasonal
cycle of perennials , the ba l ance of physiol ogical processes shifts from
growth to reproduction. Reproductive organs are initiated , develop and
matu re. Certain cel l s wi th in the mal e and fema l e organs undergo mei osis
and produce mal e and femal e gametes with a reduced chromosome number ,
i . e., one chromosome from each pair. The stamen which is the mal e organ
produces pollen grains whi ch carry the sperm or male nuclei. The pi sti l
or female organ consists of an ovary, styl e and stigma. The ovary
contains ovules with i n whi ch the female or egg cells are s i tuated - one
egg cel l per ovule . In angiosperms two other cells - the pol ar nucl ei -

11 Director, Seed Technology Laboratory , MSU . Artic le reprinted
f rom SEEDSMEN ' S DIGEST, March- August, 1979 .
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participate in the overall reproductive act. A pollen grain is transferred from the anther to the stigma of the pistil. It germinates and
produces a tube which grows down through the style and into the ovary
and to an ovule. One sperm nuclei from the pollen tube fuses with the
egg cell while a second nuclei fuses with the two polar nuclei in the
ovule. This double fertilization is characteristic of the angiosperms
or flowering plants. (See Figure 1).
Following fertilization the ovary develops into the fruit (e.g.,
soybean pod) while the ovules develop into the seed (e.g., seed within
the pod) . The fertilized egg cell divides, multiplies, develops and
differentiates into the embryo with 2N chromosome number (one of each
pair from the female and male parents). The fertilized polar nuclei
develop into the endosperm. The seed coat or covering is derived from
maternal tissue - the integuments of the ovule, plus, in some cases,
accessory tissues such as the pericarp (fruit coat) and hulls.
The embryo reaches full development and ceases to grow. Moisture
content of the maturing seed continues to decrease and food reserves
continue to accumulate. Physiological maturity of the seed is attained,
i.e., maximum dry matter accumulation, and dehydration of the seed
continues until an equilibrium is established between the seed and the
relative humidity of the field or storage environment. During seed
formation the endosperm develops and constitutes a major portion of the
seed in some species, e.g., the starchy portion of a corn kernel. In
other species the endosperm develops to a point and is then "reabsorbed"
with its "food storage" function taken over by the cotyledons - organs
of the embryo.
The events outlined above cultimate in the formation of a mature
seed . The seed is very dry - 10 to 14% moisture content. Dehydration
of living plant tissue to this degree- and even lower- is unusual.
The dehydrated condition of seed is a major factor involved in the
seed's remarkable longevity and resistance to environmental stresses.
Components of Mature Seed and Their Functions
The mature "seed unit" consists of three essential components: a
seed covering, storage or supporting tissue, and an embryonic axis in an
"arrested'' state of development (Figure 2) . Each of the three components of the seed has essential roles and functions. The seed covering
has two functions: a protective function and a regulatory function.
The seed covering maintains a "sterile" condition inside the seed
(ideally), and protects the seed against the invasion of external microorganisms, and mechanical abuse. Seed with fractured seed coverings are
much more susceptible to storage fungi and seed rotting organisms in the
soi 1 than those with intac t seed coverings. In terms of protection
against mechanical abuse , a seed wi th a thick, somewhat elastic seed
covering withstands greater mechanical forces than one with a thin,
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Cut-a-way view of a typical perfect flower.
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brittle seed covering.
The seed covering regulates the rate of absorption of water - vapor
and liquid- and oxygen. Seed always absorb water more rapi dly with the
seed covering removed (or ruptured) than when it is intact . The reduction i n rate of water absorption imposed by the seed covering probably
reduces the magnitude of imbibitional stresses that develop as the
"wetting front" moves into the embryoni c tissue, thus mini mizi ng tearing
of the t i ssue . The water absorption regulatory function is also involved in dormancy mecha ni sms . In some speci es the regulation is extreme - the seed covering is completely impermeable to water (hard
seed). In other cases regulation of the rate of water absorption by the
seed covering slows the germination process which can be advantageous or
disadvantageous depending on the circumstances. A restriction on rate
of oxygen absorption imposed by the seed covering is believed to be
involved in dormancy in many species , especially species of the grass
fami ly. The seed covering , therefore, ul timately regul ates germination
itself through its regulation of water and oxygen absorption.
The supporting or reserve tissue of seed - endosperm, cotyledons or
perisperm - conta ins starch, proteins , fats and oi ls, minerals, and
other substances. During germination these materials are broken down to
provide the energy, "building blocks", and other nutritional material s
requ i red to support the resumption of active growth of the embryonic
axi s. The fu nction of the embryonic axis is, of course, resumption of
active growth leading to the development of a seedling.
The mature seed dries naturally or is dried artificially to a
moi sture content of 8-13%. This level of hydration (moisture content)
is extremely low and can - at best - support only a maintenance l evel of
activity , deteriorative processes, and physical-physiologica l changes
involved in the "l oss" of dormancy . Growth of the embryonic axis ceased
pr ior to the time physiological maturity was attained which - i t should
be recalled - occurs while seed moisture content is stil l very hi gh, 30
to 60% depending on the species .
Germination can be considered as a complex of physical and physiological processes \'lhich result in the resumption of active growth of
the embryonic axis. Physiol ogists and biochemists usually consider
germination as compl ete when the radicle or root tip ruptures the seed
covering and becomes visible. Seed technologists and crop scientists ,
however, are interested in seedl i ng development so their definition of
germination encompasses both the resumption of active growth and early
seedling development .
Resumption of active growth of the embryonc axis requires the
availability of several environmental factors and conditions .
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Requirements for Germination
The basic requirements for germination of seed are moisture, a
favorable temperature, and oxygen.
Moisture. Moisture is required for rehydration of the seed to
levels that can support greatly increased respiratory activity, the
breakdown of complex reserve materials such as starch, fats and oils,
and proteins into simple, mobi le, and usable forms, and the synthesi s of
new materials for growth. The moisture or water must be available in
the liquid phase. Seed cannot absorb enough water vapor to bring moisture content high enough to support completion of the germination process.
The liquid water required for germination is normally supplied by
the media in or on which the seed are planted- soi l, peat, blotters,
etc. The absorption of water by a seed essentially involves a special
type of diffusion called imbibition. Water - or other mobile materials - move from a place or area where it is high in concentration
(purer) to an area where it is lower in concentration (l ess pure) by
diffusion until an equi librium is established, assuming, of course,
there are no barriers to such movement. The water in a seed at 10-13%
moisture content is not very concentrated - it is very impure. It is
much lower in concentration than the water in a moist blotter, damp
peat, or even relatively "dry" soil. ~later, therefore, moves from the
media (soil, peat, blotter, etc.) into the seed. As mentioned above the
initial stages of water absorption by a seed are most physical . They
are the same whether the seed is alive and germinable, alive and nongerminable (dormant), or dead.
As water continues to move into the seed , the cells rehydrate and
begin to develop a pressure - a bit like the pressure which develops as
a tire i s inflated. Rate of water absorption slows down as the internal
pressure - hydrostatic pressure - increases. A point is eventually
reached where the hydrostatic pressure in the seed cancels out any
remaining difference in diffusion pressure between water in the media
and seed, and an equilibrium is establi shed. The seed is "fully., imbibed. The "fully imbibed" condition roughly corresponds to the seed
moi sture content required for germination.
The seed moisture content required for germination varies among the
species. A seed of a species of the grass family - grasses, cereals,
small grains, etc., must attain and maintain a moisture content of 3040% in order for germination to proceed to the point where active growth
i s resumed. Other kinds of seed, because of differences in chemical
composition , require higher moisture contents for germination - 50 to
60% for cotton, soybean, and peanut seed.
Earlier, the statement was made that water absorption by seed
involves a special type of diffusion called imbibition. Imbibition is
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characterized by a swelling of the imbibing material (e.g . , seed) and
the intake of relatively great amounts of water in relation to the
initial volume and dry weight of the imbibing material. The colloidal
materials in seed have a great affinity for water and swell as they
become hydrated. Imbibition is also characterized by the production of
heat.
The rate of water absorption by seed is affected by several factors: the permeability of the seed covering to water; initial moisture
content of the seed; temperature; the relative concentration or purity
of water in the seed and in the media; the extent of forces bi nding
water to the media; the extent of contact of the seed with the water
supply; and the chemical composition of the seed. The coat or covering
of a seed generally restricts the rate of water absorption to some degree, which is desirable. In some cases, however, the seed covering is
impermeable to water, and no water can be absorbed. This condition is
certainly undesirable at planting time.
Other factors being equal, the rate of water absorption by a seed
increases as temperature increases (within a "biological" range), the
initial moisture content is lower, the area of the seed in contact with
water is larger, and the difference in concentration of water in the
media (high) and seed (low) is wider .
Although seed have a great "capac ity" for absorption of water,
several field conditions can reduce the availability of water to the
extent that the critical seed moisture content for germination cannot be
attained. Lack of rain or evaporation during seed bed preparation can
result in a low supply of moisture in the soil through the planting
depth. Under such conditions rate of water absorption, hence, germination cah be slowed down considerably. If the soil moisture is still
lower, the seed might be able to absorb only enough water to increase
moisture content to 20 to 25%, which is not enough for germiation . Until the soil is resupplied with moisture by rain or irrigation, the seed
are in effect "stored" in the soi l at a high moisture content and often
at high temperatures. If this "storage" period is sufficiently long,
the seed wil l deteriorate, be attacked by seed rotting organisms, and
die. Situa tions such as this are often responsible for sta nd failures
in late planted soybeans. The soil is too dry to supply enough water
for the seed to germi nate but they do increase in moisture content and
swell. The soil temperature at planting depth can- in Mississippi range from 80F during the night to over lOOF during the day . Soybean
seed do not live long under such conditions.
Planting seed in the fertilizer band reduces the availability of
water to the seed because t he fertilizer reduces the concentration of
water in the band zone.
Oxygen.
A second general requirement for germination of seed is a
supply of oxygen. Oxygen is needed for a great increase in respiratory
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activity to provide energy to drive the germination process . Si nce the
atmosphere has an abundance of oxygen, it becomes l imiting forgermination only when its availability to the seed is blocked or impeded by
some environmenta l factor or seed condition. Excess ive moisture in the
soil or other media displaces oxygen in the pore spaces and can reduce
its availability to the seed below the threshold level. Many kinds of
seed die and ferment in soil that is water logged for more than 2 or 3
days. The covering or coat of some kinds of seed imposes dormancy on
the seed because it restricts absorption of oxygen.
A few kinds of seed such as those of rice and some aquatic plants
can germina te submerged in water - a condition that severely limits or
excludes oxygen.
Favorable Temperature.
For each kind of seed there i s a range of
temperature within which the germination process can proceed to completion in a reasonable period of time if it is not blocked by dormancy.
The classical work on seed germination defines three cardina l points
along the temperature range for germination of a species. These cardinal points are the minimum, optimum, and maximum temperatures. They
differ among the different kinds of seed .
The minimum temperature is the temperature below which the processes of germination do not proceed to the point of visible growth of
the embryonic axis within a "reasonable" period of time. For many seed
kinds the minimum temperature is difficult to establish because of its
dependence on time. Since the main effect of a lower temperature on
germination is-=-up to a point - a slowing down of the germination
process, the minimum temperature established in a 10 day germination
period i s usually higher than when a 15 or 20 day period is all owed.
Temperatures below the minimum but above freezing are usually not lethal
to imbibed seed and do not cause death unl ess exposure i s very prolonged, there is an interaction with seed rotting micro-organisms , or
the seed are susceptible to i mbibitional chilling injury. The seed
generally germinate rather rapidly when the temperature i s raised from
the sub-minimal level to near the optimum.
The maximum temperature is the temperature above which the germination mechanisms fail and visible growth does not occur. In contrast
to the minimum temperature, the maximum temperature is rather specific
and relatively easy to establish. Further, a temperature above the
maximum is usually lethal . Imbibed seed exposed to temperatures above
the maximum die and rot within a few days .
The optimum temperature for germination is the temperature at which
the maximum percentage of seed germinate in the shortest period .
The cardinal temperatures for germination and their interrela tionships can be illustrated by using a line to represent the temperature
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range within which germination takes place:

A.

Minimum

•

•

Vigorous Seed
Minimum

B.

.Maximum

Optimum

•

Optimum
Fresh or Low ~igor Seed

Maximum

•

The optimum temperature for germination is generally closer to the
maximum than to the minimum . The major effect of reducing temperature
from the optimum to the minimum is on the rate of germination. The
germination process and early seedling growth become progressively
slower as temperatur.e decreases from the optimum. If enough time is
allowed, the percentage of germination is about the same. On the other
hand, increasing the temperature above the optimum decreases both the
rate and percentage of germination regardless of the time period allowed.
The effect of temperature on germination is stongly influenced by
the physiological condition of the seed. Newly harvested seed, which
are often residually dormant, are usually rather specific in their
requirements for germination. This is related to the dormancy condition. Newly harvested rice seed, for example, germinate best at about
32C, while newly harvested wheat seed do best at 16-18C. As seed lose
their residual dormancy, the optimum temperature shifts to a slightly
warmer level and the temperature range for germination increases. The
seed become less specific in their requirements for germination. (See
diagrams A and B above).
There is another shift in the temperature requirement as seeds
deteriorate. The seed again becomes more sensitive to temperature, the
temperature range for germination shortens, and the optimum temperature
shifts to a cooler level .
Much of the research on temperature relations of germination has
been done using constant temperatures. In nature, of course, seed
seldom germinate under constant temperatures . In most climatic areas
there is a daily fluctuation of temperature from "higher" during the day
to "lower" at night . It is not surprising, therefore, that many species
germinate better under al t ernating temperatures than at a cnstant temperature. Most kinds of forage grass seed, for example, germinate best
under such daily a1tern at ions of temperature as 15 to 25C, 20 to 30C,
and 20 to 35C.
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Temperature affects the germination process in several ways . In
general, the rate of germination increases as temperature increases from
the minimum to the optimum and even sl i ghtly above the optimum. Temperature has a pronounced effect on rate of respiration and the many
other processes involved in germination including rate of water absorption. As the temperature approaches the maximum, the detrimental
effects of excessive heat on the living system and biological materials
become obvious. There is an increase in the percentage of abnormal
seedlings and decayed seed. When the temperature exceeds the maximum,
all of the seed die within a few days .
Knowledge of the temperature requirements for germination and the
range within which germination occurs is not just of academic interest .
It is important in establi shing the most favorable planting dates and in
unravel ing many stand establishment problems.
Mobilization of Energy and Food Reserves
The absorpt ion of water by seed 11 turns on 11 and/or accelerates
metabol ic processes which lead to the resumption of active growth of the
embryonic axi s in the seed and support early seedling development. One
of the basic processes accelerated is respiration.
Energy is required for the resumption of active growth of the
embryonic axis - for germination - and many of the processes that support germination. The energy required i s provided by respiration . An
air dry seed at 10-13% moisture content respires but at a very low rate.
During the water absorption phase of the germination process, the rate
of respiration increases dramatically. Some of the energy released
during respiration is in the form of heat, but most is converted from
some chemical forms to others .
The process of respiration requires a readily available substrata an organic compound which can be oxidized to release energy. The basic
respiratory substrate is a simple sugar called glucose. During respiration glucose is oxidized by complicated processes to carbon dioxide
and water with the rel ease of a substantial quantity of energy. In
green plants the organic compounds required for respiration are formed
by the process of photosynthesis, thus the sun is the ultimate source of
energy for plant growth and the production of seed and the other plant
materials that ma n harvests.
Since photosynthesis is not re-established until after germination
is compl ete and the seedling has developed to a certain extent, the
germination process is dependent on reserve organic compounds stored in
the seed for energy and other materials. Some of those organic compounds are in the embryoni c axis in readily usable forms, e.g., sucrose,
and serve as respiratory substrata for the early phase of the germination process . The bulk of the reserve materials , however , are in the
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form of complex, non-mobile (non-translocatable) forms located in specialized tissue within the seed. These compounds must be broken down to
simple, translocatable forms to make them available for germination.
The reserve materials in seed occur in three major forms: starch
and other complex carbohydrates, fats and oils, and proteins. The
processes which transform these materials into usable, translocatable
forms are termed "mobilization of reserves." (See Figure 3).
Starch is the principal reserve in cereals and other species of the
grass family. It is stored in the endosperm. During the early phase of
germination, gibberellin, a hormone present in the scutellum (part of
the embryo or germ}, moves into the outermost layer of the endosperm and
stimulates the activity of hydrolytic enzymes which catalyze the breakdown of starch into glucose. One of the steps involved in the breakdown
of starch is the production of maltose, which is , of course, important
in the brewing industry. Glucose is a simple sugar and easily translocated. It moves from the endosperm into the scutellum where it is
converted into sucrose. Sucrose is then translocated to the active
sites in the embryonic axis for use. The mobilization of stored starch
and other complex carbohydrates in non-grass species such as peas is
somewhat different but the end result is the same - respiratory substrata is made available to the active sites of the embryonic axis.
When all plant species are considered, the most frequent reserve
material is fats and oils. The evolutionary significance of this situation is that fats and oils - or lipids - have a higher energy value
than starch or proteins. Fats and oils are broken down by enzymic
activity to fatty acids and glycerol. Glycerol is further broken down
to simple compounds which can enter into the respiratory process, or it
can be incorporated in "new" fats and oils . Likewise, the fatty acids
are further degraded into fragments that are readily usable in the
respiratory process or for re-conversion into other materials.
The proteins stored in seed are broken down by enzymic activity
into amino acids. The amino acids liberated are translocatable and are
used for synthesis of the new proteins required for other enzymes, and
new plant material, i.e., for growth. Or, they can be oxidized to
provide energy.
The reserve material s stored in seed provide the energy and building blocks" needed for resumption of active growth of the embryonic axis
and growth and development of the young seedlings . These materials are
made available to the embryonic axis by "mobilization•• processes. As
the seedling develops, photosynthesis is re-established and it becomes
independent of the reserves stored in the endosperm or cotyledons which
decay or shrivel and drop from the seedling.
11

Man cultivates many species of plants for the reserve materials
stored in seed for his own consumption or for animal feed . Wheat and
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Figure 3.

Mobilization of food reserves in seed during germination.
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other cereals are milled to produce flour for bread and pastries or for
brewing. Rice is consumed directly . Corn and sorghum are used as
animal feeds, or for other products such as edible oil. All of these
kinds of seed store primarily starch. The l egumes such as beans, soybeans, peanuts, etc., and species from other famili es are consumed
directly or milled to produce vegetable oils and protein residues. Man
is fortunate indeed that the seed habit in higher plants evolved with an
abundance of reserves to support the process of germination.
Resumption of Active Growth
The acceleration of respiration during imbibition and the mobilization of organic reserves provide the energy, fuel and building materials needed for germination - the resumption of active growth of the
embryonic axis. Growth involves cell elongation and expansion and cell
division, i.e., the production of new cells.
Although the data and observations are not entirely in agreement,
it appears that the first manifestations of resumed growth are the
result of the elongation or expansion of existing cells. And, for most
kinds of seed, cell elongation and expansion begins in the "embryonic"
radicle or root. Cell division is initiated later - a few hours or even
days after the onset of cell elongation.
In some spec ies, cell elongation i s sufficient to cause the radicle
to emerge through the seed coat. Both cell elongation and division are
involved in emergence of the · radicle in other species. The time of
radicle emergence is variable among seed kinds and 9reatly i nfluenced by
temperature. At a constant temperature of 30C (86F) radicle emergence
in corn, soybean , sorghum and cotton seed can occur between 30-38 hrs.
The resumption of active growth begins in the radicle part of the
embryonic axis then "spreads" to the plumule or epicotyl which will
develop into the stem, leaves, branches, etc., of the plant.
During the germination process, some organic materials are "conslltled", while others are synthesized. Since there is no input of new
materials into a germinated seed, an overall decrease in dry weight
occurs along with a redistribution of dry weight. Dry weight is "transferred" from the storage tissue {cotyledons, endosperm) to the growing
embryonic axis, i.e., the seedling . The rate and degree of this transfer of "dry weight" from storage tissue to the seedling has been shown
to be related to vigor in some kinds cf seed.
In the soil the developing radicle or root responds positively to
gravity and grows downward. The plumule or epicotyl responds negatively
to gravity and begi ns to grow upward. Most seedlings can be classi fied
into two groups on the bas is of the "movement" of the storage tissue (or
cotyledons). The storage tissue (endosperm) and one-cotyledon of seed
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of members of the grass family - corn, wheat, sorghum, etc. - remain in
place in the soi l, and the plumule emerges. Emergence of the plumule is
facilitated by a conical sheath - the coleoptile - which encloses the
leaves and growing point. The germination mode that maintains the
storage tissue and cotyledons in place in the soil is called hypogeal
germination. True peas have a hypogeal mode of germination - the cotyledons remain in the soil whi l e the epicotyl or short emerges. (Figure

4).

The germination mode in cotton, beans, soybeans, sunflower, and
peanuts is epigeal . The cotyledons or storage ti ssue are raised out of
the soil. This is accomplished by growth of the hypocotyl - the portion
of the seedling between the cotyledons and radicle. In soybeans, the
hypocotyl breaks above ground in a sort of "doubled 11 position. It then
straightens and pulls the cotyledons out of the soil. The seed coat is
usual ly shucked during this process .
During emergence and seedling establishment , reserves are continually drawn from the storage tissue. Cotyledons that emerge above
the soil generally become green and photosynthetic. Later, they shrivel
and are dropped from the developing plant. Storage tissue and cotyledons that remain below the soil do not, of course, become green and
photosynthetic. They serve in a nutritive role until the reserves are
exhausted and then decay.
As the seedlings develops, a photosynthetic capability is established and it becomes autotropic- i.e., independent of stored food
reserves for its nutrition. And, the growth and development cycle of
the plant continues.
The term germination is properly associated with the resumption of
active growth of the embryonic axis in a seed. However, it is also
applied to the resumption of active growth of the buds and other meri stemic areas in vegetative structures used for propagation of plants.
A potato is not a seed but has many similariti es in structure and function. A potato tuber has a covering, stored food, and a bud. When
exposed to favorable conditions, the stored food is mobilized, and the
bud resumes active growth - the potato germinates and a "seedling ..
develops. A joint of sugar cane, a tulip bulb, an iris rhizome also
function in many ways li ke a seed.
Germination is a basic process in plants. Only in recent years
have we begun to understand its complexity and some of the intricate
mechanisms involved. As our knowledge grows and the mechanisms involved
become clearer, greater control of the germination process should be
possibl e for the benefit of crop production .
Considering the complexity of germination and the many mechanisms
involved, it is not surprising that the process can and does fail. Nature compensates· for germination failures by a general abundance in seed
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production. Man has followed this same route in crop production.
Traditionally, a relative abundance of seed is planted to compensate for
germination failures. Although this tradition is still followed, it is
becoming increasingly inappropriate in modern crop production.
Germination Failure
Seed fail to germinate and develop into seedlings for many reasons.
Under the optimum conditions in the laboratory, germination failure is
usually associated with dormancy, severe mechanical damage, or deterioration that has progressed to the point of loss of the capacity to germinate.
In the field where conditions are seldom optimum for germination
and emergence, seed fail to germinate for the same reasons mentioned
above. In addition, germination failure is often associated with deficiencies in the requirements for germination, soil micro-organisms and
insects, birds and other animals, toxification by herbicide residues and
other agri-chemicals in the soil, or a combination of these factors.
Sometimes they do germinate but fail to emerge because planting depth is
too great, or crusting of the soil is severe.
Stand failures are usually the result of interacting effects of
several to many of the hazards and adversities that can be operative in
the seed bed, and their interaction with physiological quality or vigor
of the seed.
The major hazards to germination and emergence in spring planted
crops are low temperature and excessive moisture in the soil which
usually occur together. Weather fronts moving in often lower the soil
temperature to a level marginal for germination and produce rain which
saturates the soil and reduces the oxygen supply. If these conditions
persist for a long enough period, many seed fail to germinate and rot.
Even when soil temperature is relatively favorable, heavy rains can
result in flooding for several days, and this is often sufficient to
cause germination failure. The oxygen supply required for germination
is cut off.
Preparation of the seed bed often dries the soil to a level marginal for germination, especially in the top two inches. Under such
conditions some farmers plant deep to get the seed into the moisture
while other plant shallow and hope for a rain. A heavy rain on deep
planted seed can produce a thick compact zone and crust which defies
emergence of many kinds of seed. A shallow planting depth would produce
better results. However, shallow planting in anticipation of rain can
also be disastrous when the rain doesn•t come. The seed absorb some
moisture and increase in moisture content, but not enough for germination. Sunny weather warms the top few inches of soil. The combination of elevated seed moisture content and warm temperatures causes
11

11

,
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rapid deterioration so that the seed weaken and die if rain is delayed
long enough .
Although cold or cool soil temperatures are usually the most adverse for spring planted , warm season crops, hi gh soil temperatures can
also be detrimental. Germination falure of soybean seed begins at a
temperature of about lOOF even when other conditions are good. Soil
temperatures in the South - toward the end of the soybean planting
period in late June and early July - can rise well above lOOF during the
day, and not drop lower than 90F during the night. Treated seed usually
survive such conditions - until the temperature moderates - better than
untreated seed.
Treatment of seed with fungicides also indirectly protects them
against other adversities such as low temperature, excessive moisture
and so on. The fungicides don't cause the seed to germinate at lower
temperatures or reduced oxygen. Rather, they protect the seed from soil
micro-organisms which attack and destroy seed when conditions are not
favorable for rapid germination and emergence.
The interaction of seed vigor and stresses in the seed bed in stand
failures is well established. Vigorous seed are less sensitive to
conditions in the seed bed than seed low in vigor. Therefore, they
germinate and emerge under a wider range of temperatures, soil moisture
levels, and are most resistant to attack by soi l micro-organisms. When
conditions are extremely adverse, however, even high vigor seed fail to
germinate and/or emerge.
Over-planting is the traditional response to the unpredictability
of field conditions, hence, uncertainty regarding emergence. Many more
seed are planted than required to produce a desirable plant population
when conditions are favorable: 11 0ne for the crow, one for the snow, and
one to grow". When the crows don't come around and the snow falls
elsewhere, the excessive plants need to be thinned. Cotton seed , for
example, used to be drilled thickly to ensure an adequate stand. When
cooditions favored a more than adequate stand, a lot of "cotton chopping" had to be done.
The modern trend in crop production is planting to a stand. A
certain number of seed are planted per acre at specifi c in-row and
between-row spacings with the expectation that a certain number of
plants will be produced. The requirements for planting to a stand are
high quality seed, and close monitoring of weather conditions so that
planting is done when the probability of favorable conditions for germination and emergence is high . Presently, planting to a stand is
standard practice in corn production and the production of many kinds of
vegetables. Yield and quality of yield in these crops is closely associated with plant population and/or spacing and thinning is prohibitively expensive. There is no doubt that the practice of planting to a
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stand will be extended to other crops. When it is, germination failure
will become even more important than it is now.
Sununary
Germination is the crucial and final event in the life of a seed.
It can be defined as the resumption of active growth of the embryonic
axis. A seed requires moisture, a favorable temperature and oxygen for
germination. Rehydration of the seed sets in motion a chain of reactions which provide the energy and building blocks for the resumption
of active growth and development of the young seedling. Germination
failure is caused by many factors and conditions . These range from deterioration of the seed and loss of the germinative capacity to the
mechanical impedance to emergence from soil crusts formed after sowing.

SEED SIZE-QUALITY RELATIONSHIPS IN SOYBEANS
Howard C. Potts

!I

Seed size, whether determined by dimension or weight, has been
recognized for over 90 years as a factor which influences speed of
emergence, rate of plant development and yield in large seeded legumes
(2). Some 25 years ago, Japanese workers (8) reported soybean plants
produced from the large seed of a lot were more productive than plants
produced from small seed of the same lot. However, while this relationshi p was true for early maturity varieties, it did not hold for late
maturity varieties.
In the U.S., interest concerning the influence of seed size on
performance of soybeans was promoted by a report in 1970 by Virginia
workers (7) that plants grown from l arge or small soybean seeds, taken
from the same lot, and planted in pure stands, were more productive than
plants produced from a· mixture of the large and small seed. Two years
later , workers from Iowa (4) reported that, "When grown in a bulk
population large- seeded plants had greater grain yield, more pods and
branches per plant, and a smal ler number of barren plants than smal lseeded plants." However, in neither of these studies did theresearchers pay particular attention to the physiological quality of the
seed planted beyond determining the quality of the entire seed lot used.
As will be seen, seed size does affect plant performance in soybeans;
however, it is my opinion that much of the difference in yield reported
in these two studies was attributable to differences in physiological
quality of the seed planted and not directly to seed size, whether size
was determined by dimension or weight/100g of seed. Both of these
studies did cl early define the meaning of "sman••, ••medium 11 and 11 large 11
seed , a critical point omitted from many seed size studies .
The primary objective of this paper is to present some facts
concerning seed size and plant performance in soybeans, based upon the
information available today .
Seed Size-Plant Performance Studies at MSU
The first soybean seed size study at MSU was conducted in 1971 (5) .
In this and all successive studies the seeds were sized dimensional ly
1/Professor, Seed Technology Laboratory , MSU.
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using a sequential range of hand screens with either rou nd or oblongslot perforations differing by 1/64-inch. After the seeds were dimensionall y size graded, a series of laboratory and field evaluations were
conducted to determine the physiological quality of the seeds in each
size class and then to determine the relationship between seed size
and plant performance .
Our initial studies were conducted following the conventional
research methodology of our predecessors, that is, there was no specifi c
definition of sma ll, medium and large seed and only general information
about the physiological quality of the seeds in each size cl ass. As a
consequence the resu l ts obtained were not conclusive because all we
could say was, for example, seed of the l arge si ze from one lot or
variety performed differently than the seed of the small size from
another lot or variety. How large was large? How smal l was smal l ? We
didn ' t have an answer.
Secondl y, we could not determine whether the differences , which we
could easi ly measure, were attributable to seed size per se or the
result of differences in genetic background or production history of the
lots and varieties being tested. What was the influence of environment
on seed size in soybeans? What was the relation between the level of
physiological qual ity and seed size? These were questions that had to
be answered before we coul d hope to arrive at specifi c concl usions
concerning the true effects of seed size on plant performance in
soybeans.
For our next study, pure seed of the Bragg , Dare and Lee 68 varieties which had been produced in the same field at Mississi ppi State,
were planted the next year in South Carolina (2 lots), Texas (2 lots},
Louisiana and Mississippi. This permitted us to determine the effects
of different environments upon seed size . After harvest, the thres her
run seed were returned to the Seed Technology Laboratory for cleaning,
sizing and evaluation .
The size distribution and mean seed diameter of each of the 18 l ots
are presented in Table 1. Lots 1, 7 and 13 , Lots 2, 8 and 14, etc. were
grown at the same l ocations. Although genetically and physiologicall y
the seed planted of each variety were the same, no two l ots of the seed
produced had exactly the same size characteristics. Compare the differences in characteristics of lot 2 vers us lot 3. In this exampl e ,
"medium" seed of lot 2 are t he same dimension as "small " seeds of l ot 3.
On the other hand, the 11 large" seeds in lot 13 are the same size as the
"medium" seed of lot 15. Again the questions , how l arge is large and
how small is sma ll ?
The phys iological quality of the seed in the different size cl asses
was evaluated . Although a series of physiological tests of seed quali ty
were conducted, only the results from the standard germination test wil l

Tabl e 1.

Seed size distribution of 18 lots of soybeans (1).

Size Class
(Seed Diameters in 64th-inch)
Lot
No.

Variety

11

12

13

Mean Seed
Diameter
(64th-inch)

16

17

18

26 .3
24 .0
5. 1
6.3
30.7
28.2

6.9
6. 2
27.5
32 . 1
29.T
30.5

1.3
1.0
45.3
46.0
11.7
23.3

0
0
21.1
14.4
2.7
2.8

14. 2
14.1
16.8
16.7
15.3
15 . 7

12.3
27.8
24 . 2

39 .0
31. 4
37.6
39.8
33 . 9

12.1
44.8
38 . 2
21.2
27.2

1.1
13.1
8.8
4. 0
4,8

0
1.2
0.8
0
0. 5

14.6
15.6
15.4
14.9
14.9

54.1
3. 0
2. 6
21.4
19. 3

13.8
14.6
14 . 2
37.3
43.1

3.3
43.1
42.2
28 .2
29.3

0
31.7
32 .8
7.0
4.9

0
6.9
7.4
1.0
0

13 .8
16 . 2
16.3
15. 1
15.1

14

15

Perce nta ~

1
2
3
4
5
6

Bragg

7
8
9
10
11
12

Dare

13
14
15
16

Lee 68

II

"
II

II
II

0
0
0
0
0
0

2.4
5.1
0
0
0
0

16.9
20 .9
0
0
5.0
3.8

0
0
0
0
0
0

1.2
0
0.5
0.9
2.0

8.0
0.8
1.8
6.3
7.4

0.4
0. 4
0
0
0
0

5. 1
5.0
0
0
0.8
0. 7

46.2*
42.8

1])

1.2
20.8
11.4

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14 .8
0.5
5.0
30.6
43.0
18.6
2.3
0
II

"
II

II
II

38.6

--p;:=;

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13.8
24.6
52 .3
15.3
2.4
0
0
II
II

II

17

II

18

II

23 . 5

---o.g
0.9
4.4
2.7

""-J
~

* Underlined numbers contain seeds of the mean size of the lot.
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be discussed. Observe the levels of germination of the composite
samples and compare them with the germination of seeds from each size
class in Table 2. Notice that regardless of the average percent germination, seed of the smal les t size-class, except for lots 2, 11 and 16,
were lower in germination than those of the composite sample. Further,
in no instance did the largest seed in a lot have the highest germi nation. Are large seeds better?
The seed quality of each size class of a high, medium and low
quality lot were determined and then plotted. The response curves are
displayed in Figure 1. Notice that regardless of the quality level of
the total lot, the general shape of the curves are very similar particularly when the response of seeds in the smallest size classes are
eliminated. Keep in mind that the smallest size class contains an
average of less than 2% of the seed in a lot.
Thus, we found that regardless of the quality level of a seed lot
the response of the sized seed from each lot was essentially the same.
It should also be noted that the highest quality seed were those near
the mean seed size for each lot . This is true although no two lots had
the same mean size. Also , seeds of the smallest size classes were of
the lowest quality and seeds of the largest size classes were of lower
qua l ity than those of the mean size classes . Thus, in soybeans , and
probably other large seeded legumes , the largest seeds are not the best.
Possibly, the most important result from this particular study was
based upon the data presented in Table 3. The results of three statistical anal yses permitted us to determine the most accurate manner to
describe seed size based upon laboratory evaluation of the physiological
quality of the seeds of all size classes from 18 lots of three varieties
produced under four environments . A perfect classification wou l d have
resulted in a value of zero .
Based upon these data the most accurate manner to classify seed
quality is on the basis of their size relative to the mean size of the
seed in each lot. For example, it is much more accurate to state that
those seeds in any lot more than 1/64-inch thinner of 4g/100 seed
lighter than those of the mean size class will be of a lower physi ological quality than to state that either small seeds or seeds smaller
than a specific diameter (13/64-inch) are of lower quality . These data
demonstrated that for our ,.southern" varieties at least, determination
of the range and average seed size of a lot permits rather accurate
predictions of the range of size classes containing the highest quality
seed.
To verify the validity of these initial conclusions, we obtained
seeds of three experimental lines which differed primarily in average
seed size . The maturity , disease reaction, and productivity of the
three lines were the same. The seed size distribution of the three

Table 2.

Germination of seeds of different size classes of 18 lots of soybeans (1).
· Seed Size Class (64th-inch)

Lot
No.

11

12

13

14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
la

----------------

85 .ac*
88 .5abc

93.5ab
89 . 5abc

----

-------

----

----

----

11

----

12
13
14
15
16

----

22.ac
73 . ad
16. ad
84.ad
43 . aab
59.abc
89 . 5a
89 . 5a

95.5a
93 . 5a
51 .ac
87.ac
79.5ab
69 . aab
41 .sab
80.abc
5a . sab
83 . 5cd
sa.aa
72.aa
95.aa
9a.sa
65 . 5ab
89 . 5a
57.aab
95 . 5a

---~- --

----

71 . ab
78.ab

----

----

17

----

18

----

----

----

------41 .oc
ss . od

74 . 5b
61. ab
33.5bc
82.0ab
38 . 5c
89 . abcd
49.aa
71 .aa
9a.5a
85.aa
47.5c
85 . 5ab
6a. 5ab
86.5bc

15
93 . aab
92.5ab
69.5ab
97.5a
85.5a
71 . sa
47.aa
87.aa
6a.aa
93.aabc
50 . 5a
69 . 5a
95.0a
88.aa
69 . 5a
84.aabc
63.aa
92 . 5ab

Composite

16

17

18

9a .ab
87 . abc
69.5ab
92.5ab
86.Sa
73.0a
33 .abc
85.5ab
51 .sab
94 . 5ab
41 . 0ab
62.aab
91 .aa
8B.aa
SB.ab
81 .sbc
65.aa
89.5ab

75.5d
84.ac
7S . aa
95 . 5a
83 . 5ab
68.5ab
29.ac
75 .acd
41 .abc
95 . 5a
37.5b
51 .5c

----- -62.5b
89 .abc
81 . sab
62 .ab

------39 .ac
96.5a

---54.ac

----

--- -

----

-- - 58 .ab
76.5c
s1 . ob

56.abc
76 . 5c
58 . 5ab
93.5ab

----

*Means (within lots) not followed by common letter differ significantly at .05 level.
** Mean size classes are underlined .

9a.5
84.5
67.a
93 . 5
8a.a
73.a
41. a
82.0
45 .a
94.a
43.a
63.5
92.a
86.5
58.5
79.5
69 . 5
93 . 0
OJ
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Figure 1.

Comparative responses of seeds of differing relativie sizes
and qua 1ity 1eve 1s t o thr ee tests of seed qua 1it.Y.
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Table 3. The variance of the standard deviations us ing three s ize
classification systems and seed quality evaluation tests
(after Aguiar).
Size Classification Method

Quality
Test

Specification
Dimension
(64th-i nch)

Relative
Size
(S,M or L)

Size relative
to mean dia.
(x ~ x/64th-inch )

Germination

43.8

28.7

14.9

TZ Vigor

41.1

29 . 3

29.1

A. Aging

16.4

120. 3

11.9

All values are relati ve.

Zero (0) i s perfect.
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lines are given in Figure 2. Note the size class which contained the
mean seed size of each line: 17 for the large seed line, 15 for the
medium size seed line , and 13 for the small seed line. The fact that
25-35% of the seed in each lot are in the mean size class and 60-80% are
included within the range, x ± 1/64-inc h (mean, plus or minus one
sixty-fourth inch) is also of importance. Typical seeds from each size
class from each l ine are shown in Figure 3. The size class which
included the mean is identified by x. Which size class of seeds will
give the best performance? Those of the average size or those seed of a
specific size class? For example, are seeds of size class 14 small~
medium or large? The correct answer depends upon the size distribution
of the individual lots.
In a three year study we conducted the same laboratory evaluations
on seeds of the various size classes from each lot as we did in the
previous studies . The same general relationships held true for seeds of
each size class ~~as seed size was based upon its relationship to
the mean size of the lot. The only major difference was that the seeds
of the largest size class were equal in quality to those of the mean
size class. However, in this study the seeds were hand threshed each
year rather than mechanically threshed as in previous studies.
Seeds of each size class from each line were planted in the field
and the following characteristics were measured: speed of emergence,
seedling size, plant height, date of flowering~ pods/plant, seeds/pod,
lodging and yield. The results of the field evaluations confirmed the
widely reported fact that during the initial growth stages there is an
almost direct relationship between seed size and seedling size. However, these differences in seedling weight, number of leaves and plant
height had essentially disappeared 30 days after planting. Seed size
was not a significant factor in how rapidly the branches of plants in
adjacent 40 inch rows overlapped, except for rows seeded with seeds
either 2/, 3/ or 4/64th-inch smaller than the mean size class of each
line.
Most farmers are primarily interested in yield and for this reason
we conducted a series of yield trials. Throughout our studies there had
been the strong indication that seeds in size classes more than 1/64inch less (smaller) than the mean size cl ass were inferior in performance but little different from seeds larger than x-1/64 inch . We
planted seeds from each line which were included in the size classes
representative of the mean, the mean plus 2/64 inch and the mean minus
2/64-inch. The results of the yield trials are given in Table 5.
Those plots planted with seeds 2/64-inch smaller than the mean
produced significantly lower yields than plots planted with seeds of the
mean size or 2/64-inch larger than the mean size class. It was also of
interest to note that plots planted with seeds of the small -seeded line
which weighed 10.17g/100 seed produced the same yields as those from the
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Seed size distribution of three lines of soybeans which differ
seed size.

in mean
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Figure 3.

Typical seeds of the various size classes from three lines
of soybeans genetical ly different for seed size. Size
class equals diameter in 64th-inch.
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Table 4.

Yield of plants grown from seed of the same relative diameter
from large-, medium- and small-seeded lines of soybean. (9)

Relative Size
Class

Yield
(bu/A)

x + 2/64th-inch
-

39.8 a ll

X

39.4 a

x - 2/64th-inch

35.5 b

l! Numbers not fol lowed by the same letter are different at the 5% level
of probabi l ity as determined by the DNMRT.
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large seeded line whi ch weighed 25 .65g/100 seeds . Again, it was the
relative size of the seed as related to the mean seed size and not their
actual dimension or weight that was of primary importance.
Now we knew the seed smaller than 1/64-inch less than the mean and
in some lots seed of the largest size class were inferior. Thus, we
reasoned if these seeds were removed the performance of the remaining
lot should be better than that of the composite unsized seed lot. In
another yiel d test, we compared the yields from plots planted wi th
samples from which the following size classes of seed had been removed:
(a) none; (b) mea n less 1/64-inch; (c) largest; (d) mean l ess 1/64- i nch ,
and the l argest; and (e) all except the mean ± 1/64-inch . Although
there was some variation in yie ld there were no significant differences
in the yields during any of the three years of testing (Table 5). Our
resu lts do not mean that size grading is ineffective, rather the removal
of the small quantities of smallest and/or largest seed did not significantly improve yields. Indeed, these results suggest that soybeans
could be sized for plantability without risk of the smaller seed grades
reducing the production potential provided the smallest seed were
eliminated.
Should soybean seed s be size graded? Before we could answer this
question we needed to determine whether seeds of different size classes
could be planted with the necessary accuracy to maximize stand uni formity. The results of plantability studies will be reported by Dr.
Baskin (Seed Sizing for Improved Plantability) in a separate paper in
this Proceedings.
In summary, the results of our studies of the relationships between
seed size and seed quality in soybeans lead us to the following conclusions.
First, on the basis of laboratory studies, including both size
grading and physiological quality evaluations.
1.

Soybean seeds of different dimensions and weights are normally
distributed within each seed lot, but the range and mean seed
size is different for every lot and variety.

2.

Soybean seed more than 1/64-inch thinner or 4g/100 seed
lighter than the average of the lot will be lower in physiological quality than those seed of the average size or larger
regardless of the average dimension Qt wt/100 seed.

3.

No soybean seed of a lot will be of higher quality than those
of the average thickness ± 1/64-inch or average weight
± 2g/100 seed regardless of the level of physiological quality
of the lot .
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Table 5.

Influence of removing seeds of sel ected size cl asses upon
yield of three l ines of soybeans. (1975-1 977) .

Amount of
Seed Removed

Si ze Class
Removed

(%)

None

x- 1/64-inch

or smal l er

largest

x - l/64-inch or
all except x

~

smaller & largest

1/64-inch

Yield
Bu/A

Kg/ha

0

43.2 a

2944

1. 7

42.7 a

2912

6.0

46.6 a

3168

7.7

44 . 5 a

3035

18.3

43.3 a

2955

Means fo ll owed by the same letter do not differ at the 5% level of
probability as determined by the DNMRT .
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4.

There is a direct relatio~ship between seed size and quality
of soybeans ~among the smaller 20-30% of the seed in the
f i e1d run 1ot.

When we consider performance of plants produced from seeds of
different size we arrived at the following conclusions.
1.

Plant height and leaf numbers are closely related to seed size
during the early stages of vegetative growth but these differences usually disappear prior to flowering .

2.

Seed size effects on plant performance are related to the
relative seed size within each lot and not to the dimension or
weight/100 of the seed ~ se .

3.

The average physiological quality of a seed lot has a greater
influence upon the speed of emergence and stand establishment
than does seed size ~ ~·

4.

Removal of the smaller, lower quality seed from a lot will
usually resu lt in a more uniform plant population but not
necessarily increased yield.
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SIZING SOYBEAN SEED TO IMPROVE PLANTABILITY
John E. Armstrong, Charles C. Baskin, and James C. Oelouche

11

Soybean seeding recommendations are made in terms of a specific
number of seed per foot of row. The farmer perennially faces the problem of how to achieve the goal of a consistent number of seed per foot
of tow because of the wide variation in seed size from one lot to
another both within varieties and from one variety to another . He
cannot afford to stop and cal ibrate his planter every time he changes
lots of seed. Because of this problem he generally plants in terms of
pounds per acre or bushels per acre, often resulting in something other
than opt imum pl ant populations. Other mechanical factors such as worn
planter metering parts, improper planter plate size and ground speed
variations can also contribute to unsatisfactory seeding rates, but
based on our studies , varying seed size is probably the major problem.
Seed of some other crops are routinely sized with a close tolerance
to improve plantability. The vegetable seed industry commonly grades
lettuce seed to a uniform size prior to coating which permits precision
planting 2 to 6 seeds per foot. Hybrid corn seed is sized more extensively than any other kind of seed because of the necessity to uniformly
meter seed to achieve a specific pl ant population for maximum yields.
In contrast to the single seed per ce l l and lower plant populations
of corn and some vegetable crops, soybeans require a multi pl e number of
seed to be metered per planter plate cell in order to achieve relatively
high plant populations. Soybeans have been traditionally "over planted"
(1 , 2). The concept of uniform plant distribution within the row as a
means to achieve higher yields was advanced as early as 1939 (4). High
yields can be obtained with much fewer plants per foot of row than are
commonly planted, particularly if the grower does a good job of weed
control (3).
This study was undertaken to determine the feasibility of sizing
soybeans to improve metering accuracy.
Cell metering accuracy percentage (CMA %) was calculated on the
basis of the distribution of seed numbers discharged among 25 planter
1/General Manager, Armstrong Hybrid Seed Co., Inc., Atlanta, Il;
Extension Agronomist, Mississippi Cooperative Extension Service;
Agronomist-Seed Technologist, MSU, respectively.
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plate cell fills. The most frequent number of seed discharged~ one
seed from this number was considered to be an acceptable range of
metering accuracy . CMA values of 90% or higher were considered satisfactory. Soybean seed lots were sized into categories differing in
thickness by 1/64 inch using hand screens with 3/4 inch oblong perforations and further cleaned on a laboratory spiral separator. Seed size
categories were designated by the size screen that held the seed; for
example , seed retained on top of a 10/64 x 3/4 slotted screen were
designated size 10. Seed sizes ranged from 9 through 16, depending on
the variety i n questi on. Not al l si ze categories were present in all
l ots .
Equipment for plantabi l ity tests was a John Deere seed plate
selector unit equipped with two hopper boxes of different capacities.
Three sizes of John Deere B series soybean plastic planter plates,
manufacutred by Lincoln Ag Products Company, 828-24, BSOY 2 and BSOY,
were used in this study. Ratios of seed size categories used in testing
were determined by weight.
The first series of tests conducted with seed from one lot of Bragg
soybeans indicated that the B28-24 plate and the BSOY2 plate metered all
seed sizes with a 90 percent or better accuracy when seed were uniform
in size . The BSOY plate did not meter at the 90 percent level of accuracy unless seed were size 13 or larger. When seed sizes were combined
in various ratios , the B28- 28 plate metered most combinations with a 90
percent or higher accuracy. The exceptions seemed to be when a fairly
high percentage of size 10 was involved (Table 1).
Based on this series of tests a second series of tests were conducted. Seed size 10 was not incl uded in this test . The B28-24 plate
metered all s i ze combinations with 90 percent or greater accuracy. The
BSOY2 plate metered equally as well with one exception: the combination
of sizes 11-12 in a ratio of 75:25 . The BSOY plate was below the 90
percent level of accuracy when seed were smaller than size 13 (Tabl e 2).
A third series of tests using additional lots of Bragg and lots of
the Forrest, Davis and Tracy cultivars was conducted. In this test seed
sizes 13-14-15-16 were grouped together. Again the 828-24 plate metered
all seed sizes wtih 90 percent accuracy or better, including seed size
10. The BSOY2 plate metered size 12 and over 13 with 90 percent or
better accuracy and size 11 was metered with 85 percent accuracy or
better. The BSOY plate metered only the size 13 and over combined group
with 90 percent or better accuracy (Table 3).
Total hopper box plantability tests were conducted using 30 pounds
of seed in a conventional size John Deere hopper . Only the 828-24 plate
metered unsized seed with any degree of accuracy. With seed sizes 11-12
combined the BSOY2 plate metered at the 90 percent accuracy level except
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Table 1.

Cell metering accuracy percentages wit h sized Bragg soybean
seed using various ratios of seed size.

Seed
Size
Category

Size
Range
64ths (nun)

Ratio
(by weight)

CMA%
BSOY2

BSOY

98
99
100
100
100
100

93
90
96
99
98
100
100

74
83
87
90
98
99
98

B28-24
!J6

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

L(.4)
1(.4)
1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)
1 ( . 4)
1(. 4)

10-11

2(. 8)
2( . 8)
2(. 8)

50:50
25:75
75:25

99
93
87

86
86
80

80

10-11-12

3(1.2)
3(1.2)
3 (1. 2)

33.33:33.33:33.33
50:30:20
20:30:50

92
93
92

79
82
89

76
76
73

10-11-12-13

4(1.6)
4(1.6)
4(1.6)

25:25:25:25
10:20:40:30
30:40:20:10

96
100
92

83
83
86

69
80
77

10- 11- 12- 13-14

5(2.0)
5(2.0)
5(2.0)

20:20:20:20:20
30:10:20:15:25
25:15:20:10:30

94
93
90

74
77
77

67
66
67

6(2.4)

16 .67:16.67:16.67:16.67:
16.67 : 16.67
10:20 : 15:25:10 :20
20: 10:25:15:20:10

89

80

79

93
92

81
82

75

93

74

71

80
98
81
90
76

82
83
82

66
70
63
65
66

10-11-12-1314- 15

6(2.4)
6(2.4)
10-11- 12- 1314- 15-16

7(2.8)

10-16

7(2 . 8)
7(2 . 8)
7(2.8)
7(2.8)
7(2.8)

14.29:14.29:14.29:14.29:
14.29:14.29:14 .29
20:10:15:20:10:15: 10
10:15:10:20:15:10:20
50:50
25:75
75 :2.5

77

70

77
72

77
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Table 2.

Cell metering accuracy percentages wJlh s ized Bragg soybean
seed using limited combjnati on ratj os of seed si ze.

Seed
Size
Category

Size
Range
64ths (mm)

Ratio
(by weight )

C~1A

828-24

BSOY2

%
BSOY

2(.8)

25: 75

<)~

92

2 (. 8)
2( .8)
2( . 8)

50:50
75 : 75
12:19 (As in Original Lot)

95
94
96

91
83
92

78
89
78
78

13-14

2 (. 8)
2 (. 8)
2(. 8)

25:75
50:50
75:25

100
100
100

94
97
96

90
90
97

13-14- 15

3 (1. 2)
3(1.2)
3(1.3)

33.33:33.33:33.33
50 : 30:20
20:30:50

100
100
100

97
100
96

91
93
92

13-14- 15-L6

4(1.6)
4(1.6 )
4(1.6)
4(1.6)

25:25:25:25
10:20:40:30
30:40:20:10
32:20:4:.3

100
100
100
100

97
100
100
98

91
96
92
94

Unsize Check

7(2.8)

93

86

77

11- I 2

97

Table 3.

Cell metering accuracy percentages with diffe r ent lots and varieties
of sized soybean seed.

Cultivar

Seed
Size
Category

Size
Range
64ths (mm)

828-24

Bragg Lot 2
Bragg Lot 3
Bragg Lot 4
Forrest
Davis
Tracy

10
JO
10
10
10
10

1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)
1 ( . 4)
1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)

91
96

Bragg Lot 2
Bragg Lot 3
Bragg LoL t.
Forrest
Davis
Tracy

11
11
11

] (. 4)

96

1 (. 4)

96

Bragg Lot 2
Bragg Lot 3
Bragg Lot 4
Forrest
Davis
Tracy

82
82
88
83
91
81

70
78
65
63
80
73

85
88

1(. L•)

<)7

93

1 (. 4)
1( . 4)
1( .4)

93
97
98

87
94
95

12

1(.4)

12

1( .4)

12
12
12
12

1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)
1 (. 4)
1 ( . 4)

99
100
100
99

93
95
95
98
95
90

83
86
87
87
87
85

97
98
95
97

94
95
92
90
93
90

11
11

Over
0\:er
Over
Over
Over
Over

92

BSOY

76
80
79
76
82
77

11

Bragg Lot 2
Bragg Lot 3
Bragg Lot 4
Forrest
Davis
Tracy

93
93
90

CMA %
BSOY2

13
13
13
13
13
13

4(1.6)
4(1.6)
4(1. 6)
3(1.2)
2(. 8)
4(1.6)

99

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

96

96

.

-

.

98

- - Unsized Seed
- - - Sized Seed Over 13
-

·-Sized Seed Over II 8 12

-8 28-24
-o

·~

-BSOY 2

>~
a::

::::>

-BSOY

u
~

....
2
w
u
a::
w

a..
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SEED LEVEL
Figure 1.

Cell metering accuracy percentages (CMA %) for
the total hopper box plantability tests.
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when the seed level in the hopper reached the 1/4 full mark at which
point the accuracy level dropped to 87 percent. The BSOY plate metered
size 13 and over seed at the 90 percent accuracy level except when the
hopper was ful l and 1/4 ful l; then the accuracy level dropped to 88
percent (Figure 1) .
The question naturally arises why not use the 828- 28 plate and
eliminate the others. The B28-24 plate is capable of metering up to
about 100,000 seed per acre and at this level with only small (size 10)
seed. This seeding rate would resu l t in a plant population that would
not be acceptable economically.
The BSOY2 and BSOY pl ates can be matched with seed size and appropriate planting recommendations made just as is done with seed corn so
that a farmer can calibrate his planting equipment only once--then
purchase the same seed size for planting his entire crop.
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CLASS ICS FROM SHORT COURSE
PROCEEDINGS
Prior to the late 1950s, "literature" on seed conditioning
(processing) was essentially non- existent.

A Proceedings of

the Miss. Short Course for Seedsmen began to be publ ished in
1958 to gather the available literature, and "produce" a
literature based on practical experiences.

The next two

articles on basic seed cl eaning were written by Jim Henderson and the late Vergil Frevert, well known practitioners
of the art of seed processing, and first published in the 1959
Miss. Short Course Proceedings.

They are reprinted here

with only minor editorial changes.

ADJUSTMENTS FOR EFFICIENT AND PRECISION SEED CLEANING
James Henderson 11
One of the recent developments that has contributed to more efficient and exact cleaning is the metering hopper for screen and air
cleaners. The fluted roll with extended flights feeds a metered quantity of seed into the air leg and onto the screen. While the gate is
adjustable for large changes of rate of feed, the basic adjustment is
made by increasing or decreasing the speed at which the fluted roll
turns, thereby increasing or decreasing the number of measured quantities fed into the air stream.
Spiked fingers on a shaft turning in the mass of seed in the hopper
el iminates bridging of trashy seed across the hopper and tend to force
the seed down to the fluted roll so that the flutes can pull the seed
through into the air leg.
A variable drive mechanism is required for accurate control of feed
with this hopper. If you have occasion to clean very trashy seeds with
your seed cleaner, which is equipped with another type of hopper, you
can change the speed of your hopper roll by simply switching the two
outside gears on your hopper drive . The normal arrangement has a 15tooth gear driving a 60-tooth gear. These are reversible so that you
can have the 60-tooth gear driving the 15-tooth gear. This will cause a
regular roll-feed hopper or a roll-feed brush hopper to feed very trashy
seeds regularly and evenly to the screens. However, if the seed are not
extremely trashy, you may find that the extra high speed you obtain by
this reversing of gears will make it possibl e for you to control the
quantity fed onto the screen. For that reason, we offer an intermediate
set of gears having 30 and 36 teeth, respectively, which you can substitute for the 15 and 60 tooth gears to give you two intermediate
speeds and accomplish results similar to those obtained with the metering hopper.
Possibly you have observed the action of seed on a hand screen when
you tap or jar the hand screen with your fingers. It causes seeds to be
turned and tumbled so that they present themselves to the openings of
the screen and go through faster. You can have a similar action on the
top screens of your cleaner by simply installing knockers that are
adjustable to lightly tap the screens or to strike the knocker pads on
the screens a sharp blow for heavy vibration. This serves a dual purpose of enabling you to vibrate the screens so that seeds will pass
through very close and small openings and to jar loose any long weed

11 Formerly, Sales Manager, A. T. Ferrel & Company, Saginaw, MI;
now Ferrell-Ross, Columbus, OH.
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seeds that become up- ended and wedged so tightly into perforations that
brushes cannot remove them.
~~hen you attempt to make a very close and accurate separati on with
a perforated metal bottom screen and at the same time attempt to put a
heavy layer of seed over that screen, there is always the da nger that
some of the seed you must separate will be carried over the top of the
screen without contacting the perforations and will not be separat ed .
Screen dams can be fastened across the top of the screen to i nterrupt
the smooth f l ow of the seed down the screen and ca use t hem to be tu r ned,
t umbl ed and hea vily sifted. These screen dams, if properl y placed , wi ll
permit you to put a heavier l ayer of seed on that bottom scr een wi t h
ass urance that the separation will be correctl y made.

Round seed, such as soybeans, have a tendency to bounce and ro l l
over the top of a screen so that some of the beans never contact a
perforation but pass over the top of the screen with the screenings . A
scalper apron made of canvas can be draped over the upper hal f of the
screen to cause these beans to stop their bouncing, settle and contact
the perforati ons to go through. The apron should not be so long and
heavy that pods and trash will be held up in their movement down the
screen , but can serve as a baffle to make the bouncing seed settle to
the screen and be passed through.
At other times you will be faced with the probl em of l ong stems or
weed seeds turni ng on end to go through a top screen when they cou l d be
separated if they would lie flat and slide over. If you drape oi l cloth
with the slick side down over the top screen, these long pi eces of s t em
or weed seeds cannot turn up on end to go through the round hol e top
screen but wi ll slide down the screen underneath the smooth oi l cl oth
and be screened over . (See below).

<Z.) Fas t en o•lcloth

-=----l£_~~--~
· - --,,
- - - - - "i~ ,,,_-_;,
•"
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oild ofh or
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You can assure a better separation of these long stems and weed
seeds by blanking off the lower section of a top screen. After your
good seed have gone through the screen, there i s no reason to leave the
weed seeds to find their way through. A temporary blank-off section can
be accomplished by putti ng masking tape and brown paper over the lower
section. Permanent blanking off can be accomplished by simply making
the screen with a blank metal lower section.
One of the most useful controls on a precision seed cleaner is the
variable screen shake adjustment mechanism . This permits the operator
to adjust the speed at which the screens are shaken from a very slow
speed to a very fast speed. The variable shoe shake mechanism should be
operated to accomplish a des i red action of the seeds on the screen, but
not to attempt to get more capacity by shaking the screens faster. For
example, if you are putting fescue seed through a smal l round hole
screen, it will be necessary for you to shake the screens rapidly in
order to cause the fescue seed to turn on end and go through the round
screen. If you shake the screen slowly , they will lie flat and slide
over the top of that screen. Also , if you're putting bluegrass seed or
canary grass seed through a small square wire mesh screen, it is necessary for you to shake the screen rapidly or the seeds will not travel
down the wire mesh screen but will pile up on top of the screen and lie
dead and eventually be flooded over with the dirt and weed seed. On the
other hand, if you are attempting to make a very accurate and close
separation of a small round seed through a small round hole screen,
either top or bottom , you must shake the screen slowly to allow the seed
to come in exact contact with the opening and pass through . Soybeans on
a top screen without the apron will bounce if you shake the screen
rapidly, therefore, a slow speed if required. Examples of cleaning
operations requiring slow speed are a separation of dodder from Korean
lespedeza with a 1/16 round hole bottom screen and and cleaning of
timothy using a 1/23 or 1/25 round hole top screen.
Each screen in a precis i on seed cleaner must be adjustable for different degrees of pitch. Common ranges of pitch adjustments in seed
cleaners range from four to twelve degrees . High capacity grain receiving separators may have greater screen pitch in order to move the
grain over the screens rapidly but in a precision seed cleaner, these
pitches are sufficient to give adequate cleaning capacity while being
able to make the exact separations required in seed cleaning .
Screen pitch has a much greater effect on the speed at which seed
moves through the machine than does shaker shaft speed. The latter can
be increased with little effect on capacity, but seed will pass over a
screen in the steep position almost twice as fast as over the screen in
the flat position at the same shaker shaft speed . The speed at which
the seeds pass over the screen has to be considered from the angles of
the desired capacity and the desired separation. If the separation is a
difficult one, and capacity is secondary, you will naturally want to
leave the seed on the screen as long as possible in order to give every
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opportunity to make the separation. If capacity is the important thing
and the separat ion is secondary, then a steep pitch is in order to
provide for a greater capacity. If the separation is quickly made and
you wish to move the material separated over the top of the screen
quickly, you will want to use a steep pitch .
Since it is possible that you will have different requirements of
speed of travel over and through every screen in your cleaner, it is
desirable that every screen be adjustable for pitch and independent of
any other screen, and, of course, the best time to make a screen pitch
adjustment is while the cleaner is operating so that you can observe the
results that the changes of the pitch adjustment cause.
For the convenience of those seed processors who do not have multiscreen cleaners but who on occasion need to make more than one type of
separation as the seed are passing over the bottom screen, we offer what
we call combination screens. These will have two or more different
perforations or meshes on one screen frame; for example, if you are
attempting to separate hulled oats and wild buckwheat from oats and have
only one bottom screen , you may be able to make this separation by using
a combination screen that has one section of slotted screen material to
drop the hulled oats and another section of triangular perforations to
drop the wild buckwheat. There is one very popular combination screen
used as a bottom screen for fescue which has four different sections
covered by different meshes or perforations and designed to accomplish a
specific combination of separ.ations.

r

When a manufacturere knows that the seed cleaner he is shipping
will be used for cleaning one kind of seed, it is easy enough to prescribe a fan speed that will give optimum results and maximum adjustability when cleaning only that kind of seed; however, seed cleaners are
generally intended for cleaning several different kinds of seed and it
is not unusual to see a cleaner being used in season for cleaning the
seed of soybeans and the seed of red top . If the mach ine is shipped
with the proper drive for the fans to supply enough air for cleaning
soybeans, then the air adjustment when it is used for cleaning red top
will be in the lowest portion of the adjustment and will be rather
sensitive . On the other hand, if it is shipped with the fans adjusted
for red top, there will not be enough air to make a good separation when
heavy seeds such as soybeans are being cleaned. Since precision seed
cl eaners are equipped with a variable shoe shake mechanism and since the
fan speed may be varied over a wide range and the variable shoe shake
mechanism permits all other drives to be driven at normal speed, it is
possibl e to fur ni sh a dual drive for a cleaner that wil l be used for
cleaning both heavy and light seed . This dual drive permits the operator to change the fan speed from a high speed supplying plenty of air
for heavy seeds to a low speed offering a wide range of adjustment for
small and light seeds . To make it possible to accomplish this change of
speeds quickly and easily, the motor pulley furnished can have double
tne usual number of grooves and the driven pulleys on the fan shaft can
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be side by side of two different sizes. With different belts, it is
possible just to change belts in order to change the fan speeds and this
quick changeover assures that the cleaner will offer the best possible
air separation for all weights of seeds .
Some of the things that can be built into a seed plant to give
efficiency of operation are not necessarily a part of a cleaner but are
part of the design of the equipment used in that plant. For example:
Every bin used should be self-cleaning with no ledges or flat
1.
slopes that will hold up seed, necessitating cleanup by hand when changing over from one kind of seed to another.
2.
Every elevator should be provided with clean-out slides at the
bottom to permit quick and perfect removal of small, residual quantities
of seed left in the bottom of the elevator when changing to another kind
of seed .
3.
Elevator buckets should be held away from the elevator belt by
spacers between the bucket and belt to permit the easy and quick blowing
out of seeds lodged between the bucket and belt . It is imposs ible to
prevent seeds from getting behind the bucket no matter how tightly you
may bolt the bucket to the belt, so the best solution to this problem is
to give them room to be removed by a blast of compressed air.
4.
Every spout leading from an elevator into a bin should be at a
pitch that will insure that it is self-cleaning. Every feed from an
elevator to a bin or cleaner should be equipped with an overflow device
which could be a pressure sensitive device or an overflow spout. The
installation of an alarm system or an overflow spout in a spout between
an elevator in a bin or cleaner will prevent backing up of seed into the
elevator and stopping and jamming the elevator to stop its operati on .
5.
A seed cleaning plant that receives seed in bulk from trucks
should be equipped with a receiving pit having a vibro pit that is selfcleaning so there is no requirement for an operator to sweep out the
truck dump between lots.
6.
The pit which houses elevator boots must be large so that an
operator can get into it and have free access to the clean out slide and
room for vacuum equipment for cleaning up between lots.
7.
A vibrating conveyor mounted beneath the cleaner to convey the
cleaned seed from one side to the other cleans itself perfectly between
lots so that there is no residue for the operator to sweep out and
offers the advantage of an installation above floor level with plenty of
room beneath the cleaner so that spilled seeds may be quickly and easily
cleaned from the floor.
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Following some of these suggestions will assist you to increase the
efficiency of your seed cleaning plant and properly adjust your machines
for precision cleaning.

I

AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS
Vergil D. Frevert

1!

Our subject is AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS. Although there are many
here who have a complete knowledge of these machines, let's think together for a few minutes about (1) WHAT THESE MACHINES ARE, (2) WHY THEY
ARE USED and what can be accompished with them, (3) WHEN AND WHERE THEY
ARE USED, and (4) HOW TO USE THEM.
If you ''picture in your mind's eye" a flat perforated screen 3 or 4
feet wide and 4 or 5 feet long, with one end a little higher than the
other, you will have an idea of part of the basic design of these machines. If seed is fed onto the high end of the screen while the screen
is vibrated or shaken back and forth, the seed will flow toward the
lower end of the screen . If the holes in the screen are just large
enough to l et the seed fall through, any l arger material mixed with the
seed will pass over the screen and fall off at the low end.
We all know what wheat looks like, so suppose we put some wheat on
this screen, and we'll use a screen that has round holes about a quarter
of an inch in diameter- just a little smaller than an ordinary lead
pencil. Let's shake this screen and see what we have coming through and
going off the end. Off the low end, we have pieces of straw, empty
hulls, some thistle heads, large swollen kernels and some kernels that
were not completely threshed from their hull during harvest. How we'll
look at the wheat that went through the screen. Here we see with the
good wheat small round weed seeds, some long thin weed seeds, some dirt,
light chaff, pieces of empty hull and wheat that was split or cross
broken by the combine during harvest.
Now let's take another screen, one that has oblong or slotted holes
a little wider than one sixteenth of an inch and about a half inch long .
We'll put the wheat that went through the first screen on this screen
and see what happens . Over the low end of the screen goes the good
wheat, empty hulls, cross-broken kernels, and some round weed seeds.
The material that went through the screen consists of long thin weeds
seeds, split wheat, some dirt, chaff and hull particles.
If we put the wheat on a screen having round holes about one eighth
of an inch in diameter we can drop the cross-broken kernels and the
round weed seeds that would not go through the slotted screen.

1! Mr. Frevert was associated with the Crippen Manuf. Co., Inc.,
manufacturers of grain, bean and seed cleaners, separators, scalpers,
graders, and polishers. He passed away in 1980.
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We still have some empty hulls with our wheat and some lighter
weight kernels that are the same size as our good heavier wheat.
Now let• s imagine a controlled stream of air passing upward through
the wheat just before it falls onto our first screen. This air will
draw out the chaff and other light material from the wheat before it
gets to the screens , so the screens will be free to do a better screening job.
We have now screened· from our wheat the larger and smaller material
that was in the ori ginal mixture , and with air we have removed the
li ghter inert materia l before it got to the screens , so we have a product that is quite uniform in size and general appearance ; but we stil l
have some kernels of wheat that are lighter in weight than the others
although they are the same size.
These lighter kernesl are usually lower in germination and also cut
down on the final test weight . So, to remove them from our final product we will put another controlled air separation AFTER the screening
operations. This air will also remove any remaining light foreign
material that was not removed by the screens, or was a little too heavy
for our first air separation.
This i s but one simple exampl e of how screens and air can be used
to clean and grade the hundreds of different kinds of seeds that are
grown throughout the world .
What we have been doing here is making separations by air-lifting
out material lighter than our product- and also making separations by
the DIFFERENCE in the shape of the seed compared to the material we wish
to remove from the seed.
If nature had provi ded us with useful seeds that could be harvested
with only chaff and larger and smaller material to be separated from
this good seed, I doubt very much if any of us woul d need to be here
today at this short course on Seed Processing . Our problems of cleaning
and grading would be quite simple: we could harvest our seed crops and
with a few screens and a little wind we could soon have them ready for
market or replanting . But such is not the case, today our seed comes to
the processor with large percentages of inert and foeign material because of growing and harvesting methods . Our equipment must be more
specialized now than a few years ago in order to meet the ever-tightening grade r equirements and the demands for more pure seed and higher
germination.
The air and screen cleaners are the basic and primary machines of
the seed processing trade because they are not limited to one kind of
separation. More than 200 different sizes and shapes of screen openings
are available to clean and grade our seeds. Seeds can go either THROUGH
or OVER these screens in order to make separations by the DIFFERENCE in
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width, thickness, general shape, and in some cases differences in length
and surface coatings. In general cleaning operations, these differences
are between the product we are after, and the impurities that come in
with the seed such as inert matter, dirt and weed seeds. In other
processing operations these differences are in the grades or classifications necessary for marketing or for further processing on other
types of equipment such as disc and cylinder length separations, gravity
tables or roll machines.
Screens are available in perforated metal with holes that are
round, slotted, oval, triangle, and also some indented shapes, ranging
in sizes from 1/25 of an inch which is equal to only 40 thousands of an
inch, up to well over 1 inch in size. Round hole screens are usually
designated as near as possible by numbers which are in 64ths of an inch
and in halves of 64ths. Sizes that do not come in 64ths are such fractions of an inch as 1/15, 1/17, or 1/22nd. Slotted or oblong screens
come in the 2 dimensions of width and length such as 4 by 1/4, 1/18 by
1/2 or 10 by 3/4. Triangle perforations are designated in 2 systems,
one being the length of the sides of the triangle in 64ths such as 8/64
or 10/64. The other method is designated in V numbers such as 5V, 5 1/2
V, 6V, etc. These V numbers are the diameter of a round gauge, in 64ths
of an inch, that will fit inside of the triangle and touch each of its 3
sides. In other words, the diameter of a circle incribed within the
triangle, is designated in 64ths of an inch.
Wire mesh screens are available with openings that are square or
oblong. They are numbered in OPENINGS PER INCH such as 24 by 24, and 30
by 30 in the square meshes, and range from very coarse to as fine as 60
by 60. Oblong mesh openings come in consecutive sizes such as 2 by 10,
3 by 14 or 4 x 20 and even as fine as 6 by 60 openings per inch.
With so many screens available, one can easily imagine the great
many separations that can be made with this type of machine. And when
we add air separations to make divisions by weight and shape, it greatly
increases their usefulness.
When the main flow of seed goes through a screen to remove larger
material, the screen is called a SCALPER or a TOP SCREEN, and sometimes
a "riddle". Most cleaners nowadays have a second or CLOSER SCALPER
which is sometimes called a MAIN SCREEN. The first scalper relieves the
second scalper of much of the coarser material, and a smaller screen
opening or a different shape is used for the second scalper. An example
of this would be a first screen of 1/14" round for Clover and a slotted
screen of 3/64 by 5/16" for the second screen, each removing a different
line of material.
When the main flow of seed goes OVER a screen, letting smaller
material fall through such as weed seeds, dirt, or smaller seeds, that
screen is usually called a BOTTOM SCREEN, A GRADING SCREEN OR THE "SEED
SCREEN. II
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General ly, although there some some exceptions, round screens are
used as a top screen for round seeds such as beans, peas, or clover.
Slotted top screens are used for l onger seeds such as brome , fescue or
oats. Bottom screens used to remove long and thin seeds, and immature
or spl it seeds , would be of obl ong or sl otted shape. If the smaller
material consists of sand or dirt, and round seeded seeds , then a bottom
screen with round holes would be used. When cl eaning small seeds such
as the clovers or grasses, the bottom screens would be of wire , either
square or oblong mesh.
Lists of suggested screen sizes for cleaning and grading seeds are
available from the manufacturers of these machines, and are also published in articles and literature on seed cleaning and processing.
Various methods are used to keep the screen openings from becoming
plugged with material or seed that might lodge in the holes . Nearly all
modern machines have brushes under the screens which travel back and
forth to keep the holes open . Screen tappers are often used on top of
screens to keep material loose so the brushes can remove it eas i er and
faster . Rol lers or flat wi pers are sometimes used under screens instead
of brushes.
A machine having top and bottom screen positions could be considered as the basic design f or larger cleaners which have multiple screen
positions to eliminate re-running the seed through a 2-screen machine.
Machines with 4-screen positions are usually built so that 2 screens can
be used for top or sca lping operations, as explained previously, and the
other 2 screens for bottom work. The advantage of having 2 bottom
screen positions is so that 2 different shapes or sizes of screens can
be used, one behind the other for different purposes. The first bottom
screen could be used to let through sand and small weed seeds, and the
second bottom screen of different shape or size would drop out material
that would not go through the first bottom screen, such as immature
seeds and different kinds of weed seeds.
Some screens and air machines are built with screen positions that
can be used for either top or bottom work. This versatile screen position can be used as an extra top operation that is useful on many commodities like the grass seeds that have a large percentage of trash to
be scalped out. The same screen position when used as a third bottom
screen will often eliminate an extra re-run over another machine.
Another advantage of this type of machine i s for grading purposes where
different classifications of the cleaned produce are desired, such as
first and second grades, or for separations of seed corn shapes. The
number of useful screen positions in this type of machine should be
determined by the number of separations desired and the type of work to
be accomplished. Machines with 5 and 7 screen positions are in operation in some seed plants.
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Some machines have screens that are adjustable for pitch so the
commodity can be held l onger on the screens or run off faster. General ly, the top screens are kept flatter because the product is going
through, whi l e the bottom screens have more pitch because the main flow
is going over them.
Variabl e speed of screen shake is important because the operator
can adjust the speed of screen vibration to make separations that are
not possible with a fixed speed. Seed f l owing on a screen that vibrates
too slowly wi l l not have enough mixing action to cause each seed to fit
itself to hol es in the screen . EACH SEED must get to the holes in the
screens to determine if it shoul d go thro ugh or stay on top , for afterall , that's the main reason screens are used! If the screen vibrates
too fast or has too much pitch, round seeds such as beans, peas, vetch,
etc . will bounce on the screens and accuracy of separation is lost. The
best speed is one that causes the seed to ripple and mix wel l as it
flows evenly down the screens . Moisture content, kinds and percentages
of fore i gn material, and the general condition of the seed wi l l al l
affect the f l ow, and a fixed ru l e for the speed of screen vibration is
difficul t to establish . With a littl e experience and close observation
of the separations, the operator will soon be able to set his machine
for the most efficient screening speed. These controls are easy to
adjust whi l e the machine is in operation.
To obtain maximum capacity and uniform separations , it is import ant
that a constant and even f l ow of seed be fed through the air separation
systems and to the screens.
Different types of feeding hoppers are available so the commodity
can be fed evenl y through the machine.
If the mi xtures of seed coming to the cl eaner wou l d always be
uniform i n general condition, the operator might be able to adjust his
air separations and forget them. But incoming seed will vary from one
bag to another, in the same bulk load, or from the same field . Seed
that is combined in the morning may contain more moisture and a different class of inert material, than seed that is combined in the afternoon when the sun has been shining on it all day. Therefore, the best
operators will frequent ly look at their separations to see if mor e or
less air should be used, and then adjust their machines to take out as
much waste as possible without loss of good seed.
Some machines are built with an air separation only at the feeding
hopper. They are built this way to remove as much light trash and dust
as possibl e before the screening operations. This type of machine
sometimes carries only one scalping screen, but more often they are
built with top and bottom screens . Usually called "SCALPERS", they are
useful as "pre-cleaners" to relieve the other machines in the seed plant
of much of the dirt and trash that comes in with the seed.
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Some cleaners are built with only one air separation following the
screening operation at the discharge end of the machine. Usually they
are built with just a blower type fan, and require comparatively low
horsepower. This type of cleaner is useful on many cleaning operations
and is often used for specialized or Custom cleaning.
11

11

With some exceptions, the most desirable screen and air machines
wi ll have air at the feeding hopper to relieve the screens of as much
trash as possible, and then another air separation after the product has
been brought to uniform size by the screening system - to increase test
weight and purity. Some cleaners are built with independent air separations at 3 different places in the machines - to obtain greater
accuracy and more vo lume , or for maki ng two grades of the finished
product in one run through the machine .
The l ocation of screen and air machines in the plant is usually
ahead of other process ing equipment, so a more uniform product can be
fed to these other machines such as the pocketmachines, gravity tables, etc. We should think of our different kinds of machines as various tools and l earn their uses and li mitations - just as a machinist
must use drill presses , lathes, and mil l ing machines for different
purposes .
11

11

You may have heard the following statements before, but I believe
they are worth repeating: (1) inspect the separations and the finished
product coming from your machines, frequently, and adjust the machines
accordingly - because the seed coming to them does not always run uniform in the material that must be removed; (2) use as much air as possible without removing too much good seed ; (3) keep your top screens as
smal l as possible without carrying over good seed; and (4) keep your
bottom screens as large as possible without letting good seed drop
~
through.
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ALABAMA
Mr. &Mrs. Marvin Beachy
Escambi a Farm & Seed
Star Route A, Box 70
Atmore, AL 36502
Mr. &Mrs. Curvin Hursh
Escambia Farm &Seed
Star Route A, Box 70
Atmore, AL 36502
Jim Bostick
AL Crop Imp. Assn.
So. Donahue Drive
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36830
Bob Burdett
AL Crop Imp. Assn.
So. Donahue Drive,
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36830
Mr. &Mrs. Bob McCormick
AL Crop Imp. Assn.
So. Donahue Drive
Auburn, AL 36830

S. R. Blount
Bl ount, Inc.
P. 0. Box 949
t~ontgomery, AL 36102
Darwin E. Green
USDA, AMS, LPGS Division
Seed Regulatory Branch
Federal Seed Laboratory
474 S. Court, Rm 828
Montgomery, AL 36104
Gu rn i a M. ~1oo re
AL Dept. of Agric.
P. 0. Box 3336
Montgomery, AL 36109
Ed Davis
AL Farmers Coop . , Inc.
P. 0. Box 45
Sardis, AL 36775
Allen Bragg
Bragg Farms
Rt. 1
Toney, AL 35773
ARIZONA

Wayne Lemons
Ellis Brothers Seed, Inc.
Rt . 1
Centre , AL 35960

Ernie Millner
Valley Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 191
Roll, AZ 85347

Billy Ray Matthews
Ellis Bros. Seed, Inc.
Rt. 1
Centre, AL 35960

Robert Dennis
Dept . of Plant Science
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

U. G. Roberts, Jr .
G. W. Jones &Sons
P. 0. Box 407
Huntsville, AL 35804

ARKANSAS
Jerry Hays
Taggart &Taggart Seed, Inc.
P. 0. Box 453
Augusta, AR 72006
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Arkansas, continued
Mr. &Mrs. David Morgan
Lephiew Seed Co.
P. 0. Box L
Dermott, AR 71638
Mr. & Mrs. Worth Matteson , III
Matteson Farms
Hwy . 108
Foreman, AR 71836
0. R. (Bob) Hyndman
Weyerhaeuser Co .
P. 0. Box 1060
Hot Spring, AR 71901
Keith Thompson
Alice-Sidney Dryer & Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 81
Jerome, AR 71650
Don R. Cox
Gibbs Seed Co .
Knobel, AR 72435
Euell Hatley
Gibbs Seed Co.
Knobel, AR 72435
Ronnie Meredith
Alice-Sidney Dryer & Seed Co.
McGehee, AR 71654
R. Jane Barris
Jacob Hartz Seed Co., Inc .
P. 0. Box 946
Stuttgart, AR 72160
Jim Owens
Jacob Hartz Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 946
Stuttgart, AR 72160
Daniel N. Mascheck
N.A. Plant Breeders
P. 0. Box 1522
West Memphis , AR 72301
CALIFORNIA
Mr. & Mrs. Loyd Phillips
Ge rma i n •s , Inc.
P. 0. Box 12447
Fresno, CA 93777

Mike Brem
Gilroy Foods, Inc.
1350 Pacheco Pass
Gi l roy, CA 95020
Carey \~i tham
Asgrow Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 716
Gonzales, CA 93926
Hal Franscioni
Corn nuts, Inc.
P. 0. Box 215
Greenfield, CA 93927
Steve Fogg
Cel Pri 1 Industries, Inc.
P. 0. Box 2215
Manteca, CA 95336
Ronald R. Lewis
CelPril Industries, Inc .
P. 0. Box 2215
Manteca, CA 95336
David Frost
Meridian Warehouse, Inc.
P. ·o. Box 735
Winters, CA 95964
Frank Frost
Meridian Warehouse, Inc.
P. 0. Box 735
Winters, CA 95694
COLORADO
Sam E. Stranathan
Upper Colorado Environmental
Plant Center
P. 0. Box 448
Meeker, CO 81641
Terry L. Quinn
01 i ver Mfg. Co .
P. 0. Box 512
Rocky Ford , CO 81067
Jim Thomas
Oliver Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 512
Rocky Ford, CO 81067
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FLORIDA
Mr . &Mrs. Ferdinand le Grand
Dept. of Agronomy
304 Newell Hall - Univ . of FL
Gainesville, FL 32611
Mr. &Mrs. Dan Pel t, Jr.
FL Foundation Seed Producers , Inc.
P. 0. Box 309
Greenwood, FL 32443

Henry Brim
Smithvi l le Seed Co . , Inc.
P. 0. Box 38
Smithvil l e, GA 31787
Bobby Mash
Smithville Seed Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 38
Smithville, GA 31787
IDAHO

Stanl ey L. Lake, Jr.
Pitnic Place, Inc.
P. 0. Box 117
Jay, FL 32565

Lavern H. Hanssen
Rogers Bros. Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 1069
Nampa, ID 83651

Mr. &Mrs . John S. Pittman
Pitnic Pl ace, Inc.
Box 117
Jay, FL 32565

ILLINOIS

Tom Stadsklev
Bright Prospect Farm
Rt. 1, Box 585
Marianna, FL 32446
George Winton
Dasher Seed Farm
Rt. 1, Box 128B
McAl pin, FL 32062
Mr. &Mrs. H. L. Stansel l
Blue Bird Farms
Palm Harbor, FL 33563
Mike Parsons
Parsons &Sons, Inc.
Rt. 1, Box 214
Wellborn, FL 32094
GEORGIA
David Rach
Lewis M. Carter Mfg. Co., Inc.
P. 0. Drawer 428
Donalsonville, GA 31745
George H. Evans
Midville Cotton Whse . Co.
P. 0. Box 275
Midville, GA 30441

Ken Dedic
Funk Seeds International
P. 0. Box 61
Ashton, IL 61006
Mr . & Mrs. Kenneth L. Edwards
FS Services, Inc.
1701 Towanda Ave.
Bloomington, IL 61701
Alan Elliott
Funk Seeds International
1300 W. Washington St.
Bloomington, IL 61701
Franklin P. Lewis
Funk Seeds International
1300 W. Washington St
Bloomington, IL 61701
Dwight Hedrick
Funk Seeds International
1301 W. Washington St.
Bloomington, IL 61701
Norm Ka 1backen
Funk Seeds International
1300 W. Washington St .
Bloomington, IL 61701
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Malcolm
Funk Seeds International
P. 0. Box 2911
Bloomington, IL 61701
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Illinois, continued
Zeke Stanfield
Funk Seeds International
P. 0. Box 2911
Bloomington, IL 61701
John Sumra 11
Funk Seeds International
1300 W. Washington St.
Bloomington, IL 61701
Ronald Moore
Moore Seed Co .
R. R. 1, Box 142
Camp Point, IL 62320
Harry Brokish
Central Golden Harvest Res.
Rt. 3,
Clinton, IL 61727
Carl E. Thorp
Thorp Seed Co.
Rt. 3
Clinton, IL 61727
Robert E. Park
D.W. Tyler Company
907 W. Fairchild
Danville, IL 61832
Ronald D. England
Bear Hybrid Corn Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 950
Decatur, IL 62505
John S. Walker
Bear Hybrid Corn Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 950
Decatur, IL 62525
John Launer
DeKalb AgResearch, Inc.
Sycamore Road
DeKalb, IL 60115
Charles L. Crump
Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204

Mr . & Mrs. David M. Elliott
Schneider Seed, Inc.
R. R. 1
Jerseyville, IL 62052
Mr. & Mrs . Fred 0. Schneider
Schneider Seed, Inc.
R. R. 1

Jerseyville, IL 62052
Leroy Bienhoff
The Seed Cleaner
La Prairie, IL 62346
Gary Donath
Fuller Seed Co., Inc .
P. 0. Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656
Jack Kelley
Fuller Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656
Harold Kutz
Fuller Seed Co., Inc.
Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656
Loren Laubenstein
Fu 11 er Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656
Rodney D. L~velett
Jacques Seed Co.
Rt. 10 East
Lincoln, IL 62656
Richard Pearce
Jacques Seed Co.
Rt. 10 East
Lincoln, IL 62656
Ron Wilson
Fuller Seed
Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656
Barry Anderson
Ainsworth Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 153
Mason City, IL 62664
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Il l inois, continued
Garrett S. Myers
Ainsworth Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 153
Mason City, IL 62664
Russell W. Mays
Sphar & Company
P. 0. Box 429
Mt. Carmel , IL 62863
Mr . &Mrs. Darryl Eckerty
SO. States Coop , Inc.
P. 0. Box 429
Muncie, IL 61857
Mr. & Mrs. Roland F. Macy
Chevron Chemical Co .
211 S. Oak
Normal, IL 61761

Mr . & Mrs . Jack Hammond
Equip. Specialists , Inc.
Rt . 48 West
Box 392
Taylorvil l e, IL 62568
Joe Lamb
IL Crop Imp. Assn.
508 S. Broadway
Urbana , IL 61801
Mr. &Mrs. Errol D. Rodda
Univ. of IL - Agr. Engr . Dept.
202 Agricul tural Engineering Bui l di ng
Urbana, IL 61801
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Shearl
IL Crop Imp. Assn.
508 South Broadway
Urbana, IL 61801

Lee R. Jennings
Golden Harvest Seeds, Inc.
P. 0. Box 248
Peki n, IL 61554

J. B. Sinclair
Dept. of Plant Path.
N- 417 Turner Hall
Univ . of IL
Urbana, IL 61801

Mr. &Mrs. David S. Hill
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc.
816 N. Main
Princeton, IL 61356

Ed Case
Behimer & Kissner, Inc.
P. 0. Box 368
Wayne City , IL 62895

Rick Zimmerman
D. W. Tyl er Co.
105 Husseman
Roanoke, IL 61561

Wi 11 i am Hedrick
Behimer &Kissner, Inc.
P. 0. Box 368
Wayne City, IL 62895

Lloyd Lidbeck
Northrup King
P. 0. Box 355
Rochelle, IL 61068

INDIANA

Robert L. Schwarberg
IL Dept. of Agriculture
Bureau of Labs .
531 E. Sangamon Ave .
Spri ngfield, IL 62706
Mr. &Mrs . H. A. Stults
Stults Scientific Eng. Corp.
3313 S. 66 Freeway
Springfield, IL 62703

Mr . & Mrs. Francis R. Beck
Beck's Superior Hybrids , Inc.
R.R. 2, Box 142
Atl anta, IN 46031
Ronald Bales
Moews Seed Co.
Box 302
Boswell, IN 47921
Bob Wi 11
TenBarge Seed Co . , Inc .
P. 0. Box 187
Haubstadt , IN 47639
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Indiana, continued
Mel Zil iak
TenBarge Seed Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 187
Haubstadt, IN 47639
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Dunlap
Seed Systems , Inc.
101 W. Washington St., #1101E
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Hal E. Elting
Seed Systems , Inc.
101 W. Washington St., #1101E
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dan Catron
IN Crop Improvement Assn .
3510 u.s . 525
Lafayette, IN 47905
Dan Edwards
IN Crop Improvement Assn.
3510 u.s. 525
Lafayette, IN 47905
Kevin Seward
IN Crop Improvement Assn.
3510 u.s. 525
Lafayette, IN 47905
Ron Bentley
Asgrow Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 407
Oxford , IN 47971
Mr. &Mrs. Ivan W. Reel
Silver Lane Hybrids , Inc.
Remington, IN 47977
Randy Bilyeu
Diener Bros . , Inc.
R. R. 1, Box 16A
Reynolds , IN 47980
Michael Diener
Diener Bros., Inc.
R. R. 1, Box 16A
Reynolds, IN 47980
Bill Joyner
Callahan Enterprises
720 ~J. 169th St.
Westfield, IN 46074

Frank Puckett
Callahan Enterprises
720 West 169th St.
Westfield, IN 46074
Dan Beckham
Ag-Machinery &Safety, Inc .
P. 0. Box 2313
West Lafayette, IN 47906
Mr . & Mrs. Larry l~. Nees
IN State Seed Comm. Office
State Lab - Biochemistry Dept.
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
Steve Ratcliff
Ag-Machinery &Safety, Inc.
P. 0. Box 2313
West Lafayette, IN 47096
IOWA
Dr. &Mrs. Dennis A. Berkey
Asgrow Seed Co.
634 Lincoln Way E.
Ames, IA 50010
Philip A. Horn
Iowa State Seed Lab .
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50010
Mr. & Mrs . Roger Mitchell
Asgrow Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 268
Anamosa , lA 52205
Darrell Rankin
Funk Seeds International
Belle Plaine, IA 61006
Mr. &Mrs. Gary Minor
Asgrow Seed Co.
Cent. Ave . West
Clarion, lA 50525
Paul Bratney
The Ken Bratney Co .
8421 University Ave.
Des Moines, lA 50311
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Iowa, continued

KANSAS

Mike Harshbarger
Corn States Hyb. Service, Inc.
P. 0. Box 2706
Des Moines, IA 50315

Gale Hutley
TV Time Foods, Inc.
Rt . 1, Box 44A
Copeland, KS 67837

Max Liggett
Corn States Hybrid Service
P. 0. Box 2706
Des Moines, IA 50315

Bruce Mu 11 ins
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl., Inc .
Rt . 2
Hutchinson, KS 67501

Mr. &Mrs. Richard Madson
Asgrow Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 1059
Des Moines, IA 50053

Murland L. Taylor
Taylor Products Co. , Inc .
5300 Main
Parsons, KS 67357

Lyn Nelson
Corn States Hybrid Service, Inc .
P. 0. Box 2706
Des Moines, IA 50315

KENTUCKY

Dean Williams
Corn States Hybrid Service, Inc .
P. 0. Box 2706
Des Moines, IA 50315
Syl Meester
Pfizer Genetics
Box 558
Eldora, IA 50627
George Benson
Moews Seed Co.
Box 56·
Perry, IA 50220
Mr . &Mrs. Leon Betts
Asgrow Seed Co.
1st & Ba ternan
Perry, IA 50220
Mr . &Mrs. Earl C. Bonjour
As grow Seed Co .
1st & Bateman
Perry, IA 50220
Mr. & Mrs. Terry L. Burkart
McCurdy-Vinton Seed
Hwy 218 North
Vinton, IA 52349
John Edlin
Northrup King
P. 0. Box 478
Waterloo, IA 50701

D. M. TeKrony
Agronomy Dept. - Univ. of KY
N-122 Ag . Sci. Center
Lexington , KY 40506
Howard J. Tabor
S. States Coop.
P. 0. Box 13177
Louisville, KY 40213
David Vineyard
Vineyard Seed Farms
Morganfield, KY 42437
LOUISIANA
Roy W. Burr
LA Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 7498
Alexandria, LA 71306
Hubert J. Gremillion
Louisiana Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 7498
Alexandria, LA 71306
Edward A. Drummond
LA State Seed Testing Lab.
P. 0. Box 16390- A (LSU)
Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Patricia Mullins
LA State Seed Testing Lab .
P. 0. Box 16390- A {LSU)
Baton Rouge, LA 70893
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Louisiana, continued
Mona M. Wi 11 i ams
LA State Seed Testing Lab.
P. 0. Box 16390-A (LSU)
Baton Rouge, LA 70893

Steve Harper
Pressair Corp .
P. 0. Box 1823
West Monroe, LA 71291
MARYLAND

Ronald E. Hagar
Terral-Norris Seed Co.
P 0. Box 826
Lake Providence, LA 71254

Richard Schmidt
McCormick &Co.
11350 McCormick Rd .
Hunt Valley, MD 21031

William B. Harbour
Hollybrook Gin, Inc.
P. 0. Box 748
Lake Providence, LA 71254

MICHIGAN

Jimmy R. House
Terral-Norris Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 826
Lake Providence, LA 71254
Harold Richardson
Standard Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 67
Norwood , LA 70761
Dick Shannon
Standard Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 67
Norwood, LA 70761
Norma Wortman
SO Seedsmen Assn.
2036 Line Ave.
Shreveport, LA 71184
Charles Cox
Farmer
Rt. 1, Box 73
Sondheimer, LA 71276
Keith Cox
Farmer
Rt. 1, Box 71K
Sondheimer, LA 71276
Cal Coker
Pressair Corp .
P. 0. Box 1823
West Monroe, LA 71291

Mr. &Mrs. Vergi l Frevert
Crippen Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 350
A1rna, t~I 48801
Carl W. Thoreson
The Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
Gary Billups
Ferrell-Ross
1621 Wheeler
Saginaw, MI 48602
Michael Erickson
Ferrell - Ross
1621 Wheeler St.
Saginaw, MI 48602
Gus E. Stricker
Amex Design Association, Ltd.
P. 0. Box 2132
Saginaw, MI 48605
Bi 11 Wa 11 ace
Ferrell - Ross
1621 Wheeler St.
Saginaw, MI 48602
Ezra Yoder
Ferrell-Ross
1621 Wheeler St.
Saginaw, MI 48603
MINNESOTA
Morris Nelson
Dahlgren & Co.
Crookston, MN 56716
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Ray St. Michel
Dahl gren & Co.
1220 Sunflower St .
Crookston, MN 56716
Fred Porter
c/o Northrup-King Co.
13410 Research Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55343

Ingrid Bazey
Stephen Seedhouse, Inc.
Stephen, MN 56757
Steven A. Clarke
MN Crop Imp. Assn.
Univ . of MN
1900 Hendon Ave.
St . Paul, MN 55108
MISSISSIPPI

Dona ld J. Bullis
CEA.Carter-Day Co.
500-73rd Ave . N. E.
Minneapolis, MN 55432

Joseph Lee Camp
MFC Services
Box 116
Belden , MS 38826

John Dyrseth
Triple/$ Dynamics
Apache Plaza Complex #222
2500- 39th Ave., N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55418

Frank E. Burns
Burns Bros . Co.
Rt . 2, Box 162
Bogue Chitto, MS 39629

Dan Green
Northrup King
P. 0. Box 959
Minneapolis, MN 55440
Tom Haney
Rauenhorst , Bellows &Assoc., Inc .
American State Bank Bu ilding
Olivia, MN 56277
Henry J. Houdek
Pfizer Geneti cs, Inc.
P. 0. Box 166
Olivia, MN 56277
Marvin F. Lentz
Pfizer Genetics, Inc.
P. 0. Box 166
Olivia, MN 56277
Quentin Schultz
Pfizer Genetics , Inc .
P. 0. Box 166
Olivia, MN 56277
Mark Schwiderski
Rauenhorst, Bellows &Assoc., Inc.
American State Bank Building
Olivia, MN 56277

Harvey H. Miller
Diamond Seed Co.
Star Route, Box 13A
Brooksvil le , MS 39739
Bob Pi erce
Pierce Seed
Rt . 1, Box 11
Caruthersville, MS 63830
Red Cook
Magnolia Grain Co. , Inc.
P. 0. Box 336
Cary , MS 39054
Robert E. Martin
Magnolia Grain Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 336
Cary, MS 39054
Tim Tryon
Pfizer Genetics , Inc .
P. 0. Box 867
Cleveland, MS 38732
Joe Watford
Pfizer Genetics, Inc.
P. 0. Box 867
Cleveland, MS 38732
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Mississippi, continued
Jackson H. Adams
USDA, Soil Conser. Service
P. 0. Box 610
Coffeeville, MS 38922
B. B. Billingsley
USDA, Soil Conser. Service
P. 0. Box 610
Coffeevi l le, MS 38922
Joseph A. Snider
USDA, Soil Conser. Service
P. 0. Box 610
Coffeevil le, MS 38922
Albert Gordon
Ecru Grain
Rt. 1, Box 94
Ecru, t~S 38841
Ed Foland
OuPont
1882 McClain
Greenvi lle, MS 38701
Arthur Fulford
Chevron Chemical Co.
P. 0. Box 5008
Greenville, MS 38701
Phi 11 i p Lee
MFC Services
880 Hwy. 82 West
Greenvil le, MS 38701
Jeff Segrest
Farmer
Hermanville, MS 39086
Boyd Eifling
Eifling Seeds
Rt . 1, Box 285
Hol landale, MS 38748
Robert McClellan
Hollandale Seed &Supply
Hollandale, MS 38748
John C. Willis, Jr.
Willis Planting Co., Inc .
Rt. 1, Box 239
Hollandale, MS 38748

J. H. Hill
Hill Farms
Indianola, MS 38751
Kenneth R. Blan
USDA, Soil Conser. Service
P. 0. Box 610
Jackson, MS 39205
Wi 11 i am M. Li pe
USDA, Soi l Conser. Service
P. 0. Box 610
Jackson, MS 39205
James S. Parkman
USDA , Soil Conser. Service
P. 0. Box 610
Jackson, MS 39205
G. F. Vaughan
MS Dept. of Agric . &Comm.
Seed Division
P. 0 . Box 1609
Jackson , MS 39205
Richard Taylor
Farmers Feed &Supply
608 N. Main
Leland, ~1S 38756
Mr . & Mrs . Bob Munson
Mil burn Farms
P. 0. Box 4
Ruleville, MS 38771
Randy Dismuke
Delta & Pineland Co.
Scott, MS 38772
Marlene Hairston
Delta & Pineland Co.
Scott, MS 38772
Hugh S. Lamb
Delta Pineland Co.
Scott, ~~s 38772
Mr. &Mrs . Kenneth McClain
Delta & Pineland Co.
Box 245
Scott , MS 38772
John D. Wilson
Delta & Pineland Co.
Scott, MS 38772
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Mississippi, continued
David R. Grimm
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co .
Box 776
Tunica, MS 38676
MISSOURI
Mr. &Mrs. Carl E. Park
Park View Acres Seed Co.
208 East Ohio St.
Clinton, MO 64735
Dave L. Kruse
Univ . of MO
MO Foundation Seeds
135 Mumford Hall
Columbia, MO 65211

Gene Kennedy
Pfizer Genetics, Inc.
1000 Executive Pkwy.
St. Louis, MO 63141
NEBRASKA
Mr . & Mrs. Ron Wragge
Hoegemeyer Hybrids
Rt . 1 Hooper, NB 68031
Lyman Niebaum
Fontanelle Hybrid
Nickerson, NB 68044
Coy Sweet
Fontanelle Hybrid
Nickerson, NB 68044

Reese Blaine
Bradley Seed Service , Inc.
Leonard, MO 63451

Ray Anderson
Golden Harvest
J. C. Robinso n Seed Co.
Waterloo, NB 68069

John Bradley
Bradley Seed Service , Inc.
Leonard , MO 63451

Al Behl
Golden Harvest
J. C. Robinson Seed Co.
Waterloo, NB 68069

Wayne Ruby
E. B. Gee Co.
Marston, MO 63866
Kurt R. Austermann
Mangelsdorf Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 327
St. Louis, MO 63166
Dick Bohling
Pfizer Genetics, Inc.
1000 Executive Parkway
St . Louis, MO 63141
Roger J. Curran
The Embro Seed Co ., Inc.
P. 0. Box 12286 Soulard Sta .
St. Louis , MO 63157
David L. Gerwitz
Monsanto Co .
800 N. Lindbergh Blvd .
St . Louis, MO 63166
Ray Grunzinger
The Embro Seed Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 12286, Soulard Sta.
St. Louis, MO 63157

C. D. "Dutch" Graf
Golden Harvest
J. C. Robinson Seed Co .
Waterloo, NB 68069
Harry Riepl
Golden Harvest
J . C. Robinson Seed Co.
Waterloo, NB 68069
Steve Schmidt
J . C. Robinson Seed Co.
Waterloo, NB 68069
NEW JERSEY
Jeffrey Adams
N.J. Crop Imp. Assn.
P. 0. Box 458
Allentown, NJ 08501
Chris Hoff
N.J. Crop. Imp . Assn.
P. 0. Box 458
Al l entown, NJ 08501
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New Jersey, continued
Brad Simpkins
Agway , Inc.
Route 130
Bordentown, NJ 08505
Al Began
Griffith Labs
855 Rahway Ave .
Union, NJ 07624
Dominick A. Monaco
Gri ffi th Labs., USA , Inc.
855 Rahway Ave.
Union, NJ 07083

Stephen W. Smith
N.Y . Seed Improvement Coop.
Box 474
Ithaca, NY 14850
A. Beckwith
Joseph Harris Seed Co., Inc.
3670 Buffalo Road
Rochester, NY 14624

\~ayne

Leo Resch
Joseph Harris Co., Inc .
3670 Buffalo Road
Rochester, NY 14624

NEW MEXICO

Ernest W. Sulouff
Agway, Inc.
P. 0. Box 4933
Syracuse, NY 13221

John E. Macho
Engineering International, Inc.
900 Georgia SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

NORTH CAROLINA

J. Braught
NM State Univ. Exp . Station
1036 Miller St., SW
Los Lunas, NM 87031

L.

G. M. Ji viden
Cotton Inc .
4505 Creedmoor Road
Raleigh ~ NC 27612
OHIO

Wendall R. Oaks
USDA-Soil Conversation Service
1036 Miller St . , SW
Los Lunas, NM 87031

Terry Fredrich
Landmark , Inc.
P. 0. Box 479
Columbus, OH 43216

NEW YORK

Mr. &Mrs. Jim Henderson
Ferrell Ross
5054 Strawpocket
Columbus, OH 43081

Mark W. Testerman
USDA , SCS
P. 0. Box 295
Big Fl ats, NY 14814
Bi 11 Carey
Robson Seed Farms Corp.
1 Seneca Circle
Hal l , NY 14463
Dick Robson
Robson Seed Farms Coop .
1 Seneca Circl e
Ha 11, NY 14463
Stephen t~. Nagy
N.Y. Seed Improvement Coop .
Box 474
Ithaca , NY 14850

Davi d Hiser
Robinson Hybrids, Inc.
4796 Dildine Rd.
Delaware, OH 43015
Herbert Hadley
NOSCO Quality Seed
P. 0. Box 5
Delta, OH 43515
Kirk Westfall
OH Soil Service
Rt. 4
Marysville, OH 43040
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OKLAHOMA
L. F. Fegel, Jr.

Fegel Farms
Rt. 1
Leedey, OK 73654
Jeff Staggs
OK Foundation Seed Stocks
Agronomy Res . Sta. OSU
Sti ll water, OK 74074
Jim Trybom
OK Foundation Seed Stocks
Agronomy Res. Sta . , OSU
Stillwater, OK 74074
PENNSYLVANIA
Thomas E. Klein
Mercator Corp.
P. 0. Box 142
Reading, PA 19603
Mr. &Mrs. Robert Britten
Grasslyn, Inc .
641 Pine Grove Rd .
State College, PA 16801
Joe Beebe
Joe Beebe Co .
Rt. 4
Towanda, PA 18848

Wyman W. Adams
Adams' Seed Cleaner
Rt. 3
Saluda, SC 29138
Torrrny Betsill
Calhoun Trading Co.
P. 0. Box 318
St. Matthew, SC 29135
SOUTH DAKOTA
Floyd Wiesner
Cenex Seed Pl ant
Box 964
Sioux Falls, SO 57101
TENNESSEE
Dennis McCaslin
TN Farmers Coop.
Ha 11 s , TN 38040
Roger West
TN Farmers Coop.
Lavergne, TN 37086
Bob Churchwell
TN Dept. of Conser.
Div. of Forestry
P. 0. Box 113
Lexington, TN 38351

SOUTH CAROLINA

Pete Brunson
Hagan Mfg. Co .
P. 0. Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109

Don Clark
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsville, SC 29550

Virgil Harden
Harden Pro. Equip. Sales
2889 Southaire Drive
Memphis, TN 38118

S. Pressly Coker, III
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsville, SC 29550

Buddy Hunt
Harden Pro . Equip. Sales
2889 Southaire Drive
Memphis, TN 38118

James Adams
Adams' Seed Cleaner
Rt. 3,
Sa l uda, SC 29138

Paul F. Koch
Delta & Pineland Co.
P. 0 . Box 77
Memphis, TN 38101
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Tennessee, continued
Tim Regenold
Hagan Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109
Edd Su 11 ivan
Hagan Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109
Houston Young
TN Dept. of Conservation
Div. of Forestry
P. 0. Box 132
Pinson, TN 38366
Mr. & Mrs. Randy Smith
Edward Smith & Son's Seeds
Rt. 1, Box 163
Stantonville, TN 38379

Blondie Hamilton
Custom Ag. Service
P. 0. Box 97
Loraine, TX 79532
Warren K. Dulin
Agri. Unlimited
4601 Locust Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79404
Mr. &Mrs. James Epperson
Funk Seeds lntl.
719 - 26th Street
Lubbock, TX 79404
John Lanham
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
Rt . 1, Box 150
Lubbock, TX 79401

TEXAS

Mr. & Mrs. Carl Bamert
Bamert Seed Co.
Rt. 3, Box 192
Muleshoe, TX 79347

Bernard Hartman
Kershen Triticale Co.
Box 1313
Canyon, TX 79015

Joe Austin
Beneb, Inc.
P. 0. Box 215
New Deal, TX 79350

John J. MacFarlane
Gustafson, Inc,
6350 LBJ Frwy. #180
Dallas, TX 75240

Garry D. Holder
Beneb, Inc.
P. 0. Box 215
New Deal, TX 79350

Curtis D. Wilson
Triple/S Dynamics
1031 S. Haskell
Dallas, TX 75223

Fred Haile
Ca rg i 11 , Inc.
1404 Hayl and
Plainview, TX 79022

Dick Hopping
Sunbelt Delinting Co.
P. 0. Box 789
Littlefield, TX 79339

D. F. Owen
TX Ag. Exp. Station
Olton Route
Plainview, TX 79072

David Rucker
Sunbelt Delinting Co.
P. 0. Box 789
Littlefield, TX 79339

Tony Guevara
Asgrow Seed Co.
P. 0. Drawer A
San Antonio, TX 78211

David Bush
Custom Ag. Service
P. 0. Box 97
Loraine, TX 79532

Mr. &Mrs. Ken Skarien
SEEDSMEN'S DIGEST
1910 W. Olmos Drive
San Antonio, TX 78201
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Texas, continued
Mr. &Mrs. James Pevey, Jr.
Ring Around Products
P. 0. Box 1132
Tyler, TX 75710

William Kelly
Jacques Seed Co .
Prescott, WI 54021
ARGENTINA

Dave Bagley
Asgrow Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 388
Uvalde, TX 78801

Anton Jorgensen
Ferre 11-Ross
Lava 11 e 357
Piso 11 - 112
Buenos Aires, Argentina

VIRGINIA

CANADA

M. Rangappa
VA State University
P. 0. Box 453
Petersburg, VA 23803

Donald Clark
CIBA-GEIGY Seeds Ltd.
Ailsa Craig, Ontario NOM lAO
Canada

Lee Jackson
Tidewater Farm Supply, Inc .
P. 0. Box 725
Tappahannock, VA 22560

Ed Petersons
CIBA- GEIGY Seeds, Ltd.

George Longest
Tidewater Farm Supply, Inc.
P. 0. Box 725
Tappahannock, VA 22560
Steve Williams
Tidewater Farm Supply, Inc.
P. 0. Box 725
Tappahannock, VA 22560
WASHINGTON
Ben Manring
Manring Corporation
P. 0. Box 1865
Bellevue, WA 98009
WISCONSIN
Roger Luckow
Lucky Acres Seed farms
Rt. 1
Beaver Dam, WI 53916
John R. Kogle
Tracy Farms, Inc.
Janesvil l e, WI 53545
Mark Seem
Tracy &Son Farms, Inc.
Route 1
Janesville, WI 53545

R. R. 1

Ailsa Craig, Ontario NOM lAO
Canada
Martin VerBeek
CIBA-GEIGY Seeds, Ltd.
Ailsa Craig, Ontario NOM lAO
Canada
John Ho 11 and
University of Guelph
RR #3
Cottam Ontario NOR lBO
Canada
Murray Holland
CIBA-GEIGY Seeds, Ltd.
RR #3

Cottam, Ontario
Canada

NOR 180

Cliff Hartwick
Hartwick Sales & Service
P. 0. Box 2814
London, Ontario N6A 4H4
Canada
CENTRAL AMERICA
Rafael Diaz
Ministerior De Recursos
Natura 1es
Honduras, C.A.
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Central America, continued
Jose Maria Torres
Ministerior De Recursos
Naturales
Honduras, C. A.
Otoniel Viera
Ministerior De Recursos
Naturales
Honduras, C. A.
MEXICO
Alberto Kuhn
Semil l as Corerepe
Los Mochis, Sin
Mexico
Cesar Valenzula
Semillas Corerepe
Los Mochis, Sin
Mexico
Alfonso Pamanes
Asgrow Mexicana
P. 0. Box 664
Matamoros, Tamps
Mexico
Rolando Saldivar
Asgrow Mexicana
P. 0. Box 664
Matamoros, Tamps
Mexico
Angel Sanchez E.
Asgrow Mexi cana
Apdo. Postal 664
Matamoros, Tamps
Mexico
Mr. & Mrs. Guy Kruse
Mercator Agricola, S.A.
Plaza de la Republica #49
Mexico 1. D. F.
Mexico
SOUTH AFRICA
Ben J. Ross
Simon MacForman (Pty.) Ltd.
P. 0. Box 1900
Johannesburg
South Africa

